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Preface 
This document contains the proceedings of the 23rd annual NASA Aerospace Battery 
Workshop, hosted by the Marshall Space Flight Center on November 17-19, 1992. The 
workshop was attended by scientists and engineers from various agencies of the U.S. 
Government, aerospace contractors, and battery manufacturers, as well as international 
participation in like kind from a number of countries around the world. 
The subjects covered included nickel-cadmium, nickel-hydrogen, nickel-metal hydride, and 
lithium based technologies, as well as advanced technologies including sodium-sulfur and 
various bipolar designs. 
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Introduction 
The NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop is an annual event hosted by the Marshall Space 
Flight Center. The workshop is sponsored by the NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems 
Program which is managed out of NASA Lewis Research Center and receives support in the 
form of overall objectives, guidelines, and funding from Code Q, NASA Headquarters. 
The 1992 Workshop was held on three consecutive days and was divided into five sessions. 
The first day consisted of a General Topic Session and a Special Topic (nickel-hydrogen 
storage and capacity fade issues) Session. The second day began with the Nickel-Cadmium 
Technologies Session and concluded with the Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session. The 
third and final day was devoted to the Advanced Technologies Session. 
On a personal note, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the many people 
that contributed to the organization and production of this workshop: 
The NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program, for their financial support as 
well as their input during the initial planning stages of the workshop. 
Sal Di Stefano, Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Joe Stockel, Office of Research & 
Development; and Michelle Manzo, NASA Lewis Research Center, for serving as 
Session Organizers, which involved soliciting presentations, organizing the session 
agenda, and orchestrating the session during the workshop; 
Dr. Constance Dees, Alabama A&M University, for her contributions in managing 
the contract with the U.S. Space and Rocket Center to conduct the workshop; 
U.S. Space and Rocket Center, for doing an outstanding job in providing an ideal 
setting for this workshop and for the hospitality that was shown to all who attended; 
Marshall Space Flight Center employees, for their help in stuffing envelopes, 
registering attendees, handling the audience microphones, and flipping transparancies 
during the workshop. 
Finally, I want to thank all of you that attended and/or prepared and delivered 
presentations for this workshop. You were the key to the success of this workshop. 
Jeff Brewer 
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
i;,lLL i:L,<;:X ~YLIT F i L W  
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Bottle
024
038
O9O
OO7
Sample
452.9
402.9
408.4
436.6
Size (mg) % Hg0
1.13
1.01
.49
1.80
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Ag-Zn
9
Ni-H2
1
Ni-Cd
25
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COMSAT'S DESTRUCTIVE PHYSICAL ,_qALYSIS
OF AEROSPACE NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS
FOR NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Kathleen M. B. Robbins
COMSAT Laboratories
Clarksburg, Maryland 20871
and
Gopalakrishna M. Rao and Thomas Y. Yi
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Over the past 5 years, COMSAT has performed numerous destructive
physical analyses (DPAs) on NASA-Goddard-supplied nickel-cadmium
(Ni/Cd) cells. The samples included activated but uncycled cells, wet
stored cells, cycled cells, and anomalous cells. The DPAs provided visual,
morphological, and chemical analyses of the cell components. The DPA
data for the analyzed cells are presented herein. For the cells investigated,
the leading cause of poor performance, as determined by DPA, has been
poor negative electrode utilization, which resulted in negative-electrode-
limiting operation.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, NASA/Goddard has
requested destructive physical analyses
(DPAs) on Ni/Cd cells with anomalous
performance. This technique has been
used to understand poor performance and
failure mechanisms in the cells. COMSAT
recommends DPAs of cell components and
cells at the beginning of life to establish
a database, which can then be used in
determining causes of cell anomalies and
for predicting cell life.
Over the past 5 years, COMSAT has
performed approximately 20 DPAs (Table
1) on NAS A-Goddard-supplied NASA
Standard Ni/Cd cells. The majority of
these cells have been of the NASA
Standard 50-Ah design built since the mid
1980s. These samples have included wet
stored celts, activated cycled and
uncycled cells, and anomalous cells. The
characteristics of anomalous ceils have
included accelerated separator
degradation, cell shorting, and toss of
overcharge protection. Although
various reasons exist for poor cell
performance, one characteristic that has
become evident from DPA data is a
negative-electrode-limited condition,
where cell capacity is limited by the
negative electrode on discharge. D PA
provided evidence of this condition,
which is caused by poor utilization in the
negative plate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrical Cycling Performance
When cells are received for DPA,
various electrical tests are performed to
evaluate and characterize the cell. One
area of poor performance in some of the
NASA cells has been a continual drop in
capacity with successive measurements
(Table 2). This behavior indicates a
negative-limited cell. The effect is also
observed in the charge profile, where
voltage rollover occurs at an earlier time
with each successive cycle for a
negative-limited cell (Figures 1 4).
Voltage rollover is associated with the
point where the cell goes into
overcharge. Earlier voltage rollover
indicates that charge input, and
therefore capacity, is reduced in
successive cycles. The negative-limited
condition of the celt on discharge
inhibits the positive electrode from
being completely discharged.
Consequently, the positive electrode,
which is already in a partially charged
state, will reach overcharge at an earlier
point during the next charge period. In
a positive-limited cell, the capacity of the
rollover point remains fairly constant
for a given charge rate.
At a C/10 charge rate at 10°C,
rollover occurs where charge input
approximately equals cell capacity. One
positive-limited cell (UARS Lot 2 S/N 7),
exhibited voltage rollover occurring
much later than the point where charge
input equaled cell capacity (Figure 5).
This late rollover is atypical for a
positive-limited cell.
The second evidence for a
negative-limited cell can be found in the
resistive discharge profile generated
after a power discharge (Figure 6). The
resistive discharge profile for a positive-
limited cell exhibits a gradual drop in
voltage to a plateau around 0.6 V. A
sudden drop in voltage and a voltage
plateau around 0.2 V indicate a negative-
limited cell.
The third evidence from electrical
testing for the negative-limited condition
can be found in the voltage recovery
stand, where the cell is discharged,
shorted, and then open-circuited while
the voltage is monitored (Figure 7).
Negative-limited cells exhibit higher
voltages throughout the 24-hr open
circuit period. This higher voltage is
likely a result of the higher state of
charge of the positive electrode due to
the negative-limited condition. Negative
limited cells also exhibit fast voltage rise
during the first hour of the voltage
recovery stand. Positive-limited cells
typically show more gradual initial
voltage rise.
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DPA Work
On completion of the electrical
characterization, the cell is opened and
visually examined. Comments are made
on the physical condition of the cell
components, electrolyte distribution, and
overall cleanliness.
Chemical, electrical, and
microscopic analyses are then performed
on the cell components. The electrolyte
is analyzed for potassium hydroxide
(KOH) and potassium carbonate (K2CO3)
concentrations. The separator is
analyzed for cadmium content and tested
for tensile strength. Positive and
negative plates are chemically analyzed
and electrically cycled in a flooded
condition. Microscopic analysis is
conducted on sample plates. Precharge
and overcharge protection are then
calculated for the cell.
The following text presents the
results from DPA which confirm the
negative limited condition. The source of
this condition was determined to be poor
performance of the negative electrode.
The test results for the cell components
(i. e., electrolyte, separator, and positive
electrode) suggest that variations in
results within these components have
been due to natural degradation
processes or are the result of the
negative-limited condition of the cell.
Electrolyte
The K2CO 3 and KOH concentrations
were determined for the electrolyte
(Table 3). As expected, carbonate
concentrations increased with increased
cycling due to separator degradation. In
response to these changes, KOH
concentrations also change. However,
differences in hydroxide concentration
could not be explained by the formation
of carbonate alone. Some cells were
found to contain excess water in the
electrolyte. This excess was evidenced in
lower KOH concentrations and increased
electrolyte volume relative to quantities
added during cell activation. As water is
consumed at the positive electrode during
discharge, excess water in the electrolyte
can be explained by the fact that the
positive electrode is not fully discharged.
This condition is consistent with ceils
that are negative-limited in discharge.
The calculated electrolyte quantity
per Ampere-hour of theoretical positive
capacity was obtained by converting the
_otal potassium weight to 30-weight
percent KOH and dividing this by the
theoretical cell capacity, which is based
on positive plate active material loading.
This value has typically been around 2
cm3/Ah for the NASA 50-Ah Standard
Cells. Differences in these values have
been caused by variations in positive
plate loading. The exceptions within the
data reported here-in have been the IUE
ceils that were manufactured with more
electrolyte.
Separators
The separators were characterized
for their cadmium content (Table 4).
Pelion 2505 was used in the cells
analyzed. Cadmium migration into the
separators was measured both by the
amount per cell and the amount in the
heaviest migrated area. As expected,
increased cycling leads to increased
migration. However, negative-limited
cells have shown lower-than-expected
cadmium migration levels, due to inactive
cadmium in the negative electrode.
Positive Electrode
The positive plates were
chemically and electrochemically
analyzed. Positive electrode weight
differences between ceils have been due
to loading differences between cell lots.
Active nickel loading has typically been
greater than 1.9 g/cm 3 of void volume
(Table 5). Cobalt levels have been
consistent among lots and account for
approximately 5 weight percent of the
total active material. The total cadmium
in the plate comes from two sources: the
cadmium added during manufacturing as
an "antipolar mass," and that winch has
migrated from the negative to the
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positive electrode. Analysis of the
cadmium in the positive plates has shown
not only decreased cadmium migration in
the negative-limited cells relative to the
positive-limited cells, but also migration
patterns within a plate where positive-
limited cells contain more cadmium in
the bottom of the positive plates (Figure
S).
Theoretical plate capacity was
calculated assuming a one-electron
transfer of the active Ni(OH)2 during
discharge. Cell utilization based on the
theoretical positive cell capacity is
typically around 85 to 90 percent for the
positive electrode in a new cell. Because
of the negative-limited condition and
capacity fading in negative-limited cells,
cell utilization has been as low as 70
percent. When in a flooded state, all
positive plate performed well, with
utilization of 85 percent or greater.
Negative Electrode
Chemically, there are only slight
variations in active material loading
between cell lots (Table 6). Loading also
changes with cycle life due to cadmium
migration. The major differences in
negative plate characteristics between
the subject cells are in the
electrochemical performance of the
negative plate. Negative electrodes from
negative-limited cells have shown
approximately 60 percent negative plate
utilization, whereas negative electrodes
from positive-limited cells have achieved
75 percent negative plate utilization.
Electron microscopic examination
has been performed on the cross section
of the plate (Figures 9 and 10) to
qualitatively judge the pore and active
material distributions in the negative
plates. Backscattered electrons were
used to generate the images shown, and
X-ray maps were made to distinguish
particle composition on plate cross
sections. In the cross-sectional images,
the brighter areas were determined to be
cadmium rich, while the gray areas are
sinter. Due to a lack of gray level
contrast, charged and discharged
cadmium could not be separated. Voids m
the plate appear black. Plates from
negative-limited cells were found to have
cadmium agglomerating in the center of
the plates. This condition would cause
charged cadmium in the center of an
agglomeration to become isolated and
thus electrochemically unusable. This is
believed to be responsible for the
measured low utilization in these
electrodes.
Surface cadmium crystals were
also examined by scanning electron
microscopy (Figures 11 and 12). The
crystal sizes on the negative plates from
positive- and negative-limited cells were
different. Tile majority of crystals in a
positive-limited cell were 1 _.m in size,
and occasionally a crystal as large as 20
gm was found. Conversely, negative-
limited cells contain many larger
crystals.
Precharge and
Protection
Overcharge
From the data on both the
chemical and electrochemical analyses,
precharge and overcharge protection
(OCP) values were calculated for each cell
(Table 7). The values for these
parameters have varied from cell to cell
and lot to lot. Generally, with increased
cycling, there has been increased
precharge capacity and loss of OCP due to
separator degradation and loss in
negative electrode utilization. Cells that
were diagnosed as being negative-limited
have shown a slight increase in
precharge levels.
CONCLUSION
The electrical characterization and
subsequent DPA data on NASA Standard
Aerospace Ni/Cd cells have been
collected. For the cells investigated, the
leading cause of poor performance was
poor negative plate utilization, which
resulted in a negative-limited condition.
This condition has been found in several
cells manufactured since the mid 1980s.
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TABLE 7: PRECHARGE AND OVERCHARGE PROTECTION
Identification History
IUE 3-10 ATP
Chemical Negative
Negative Cell Flooded Precharge Overcharge Unavailable
Capacity Capacity Capacity Total Protection Discharged Cd
{Ah) {Ah) {Ah) {Ab) (Ah) {Ah)
34.8 13.96 22.42 4,27 10.05 6.52
40.1% 64.4% 12.3% 28.9% 18.7°1o
EUVE 16-053 ATP 129.11 62.81 100.81 21.10 26.95 18.28
48.6% 78.1% 16.3% 20.9% 14,2%
EUVE 4-005 ATP
backup
EUVE 4-068 Battery
backup ATP
TDRSS 15-78 ATP
138.84 57.78 86.7 32.68 23.36 24.82
41.6% 62,4% NL 23.5% 16.8% 17.9%
133.39 57.21 78.12 39.85 20.99 14.56
42.9% 58.6% NL 29.9% 15.7% 10.9%
106.98 47.86 61.81 11.16 13.29 34.67
44.7% 57.8% 10.4% 12.4% 32.4%
GOES5-110 l andT 27.09 12.63 19.16 8.27 3.36 5.93
46.6% 70.7% 30.5% 12.4% 21.9%
TDRSS 8-69 60 Life 103.08 55.46 72.75 11.85 8.34 27.43
53.8% 70.6% 11.5% 8.1% 26.6%
GRO 17-073 576 Stress 134.35 59,8 81.43 32.06 21.5 20.99
44,5% 60.6% 23.9% 16.0% 15.6%
GRO 16-030 2480 Stress 130.79 50.42 68.1 45.55 5.29 29.53
38.6% 52.1% NL 34.8% 4.0% 22.6%
GRO 16-079 3900 Life 125.81 65.13 96.28 15.91 22.25 22.52
51.8% 76.5% 12.6% 17.7% 17.9%
UARS2-073 5010 Life 123.82 51.39 76.17 39.64 17.03 15.76
41.5% 61.5% NL 32.0% 13.8% 12.7%
GRO 16-014 5360 Life 126.18 47.07 68.88 43.7 7.71 25.41
37.3% 54.6% NL 34.6% 6.1% 20.1%
UARS2-007 5500 Stress 118.60 61.09 87.55 34.85 3.16 19.50
51.5% 73.8% 29.4% 2.7% 16.4%
UARS2-021 5700 Stress 124.57 55.35 77.35 53.69 9.97 5.56
44.4% 62.1% NL 43.1% 8.0% 4.5%
COBE 15-05 6000 Stress 129.46 59.56 70.91 37.90 1.78 30.22
46.0% 54.8% 29.3% 1.4% 23.3%
GRO 16-003 10600 Life 128.34 62,93 82.28 42.36 12,93 10.12
49.0% 64.1% 33.0% 10.1% 7.9%
GRO 17-063 11800 Life 135.67 48.67
35.9%
Percentages based on overall negative capacity
NL = negative limited on discharge
72.07 38,38 12.58 33.17
53.1% NL 28.3% 9.3% 24.4%
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Mechanisms for Capacity Fading in the NIH 2 Cell
and its Effects on Cycle Life
Albert H. Zimmerman
Electronics Technology Center
The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, California 90245
r498-2o496
During recent years there have been a number of instances where the capacity, of nickel
hydrogen battery cells has proven to be unstable during storage. The capacity losses seen
after periods of cell or battery storage have typically varied from only a small amount of
fading, up to about 30% of the total cell capacity. Detailed studies into the root causes for
such fading have been carried out in a number of instances. This report provides an
overview of the different mechanisms that have been found to be responsible for such
capacity, fading in nickel hydrogen cells, and summarizes the presently available data on how
each responsible mechanism affects ultimate cell cycle life.
A clear result from the observations of capacity fading and the analyses that have been done
for each case, is that there are a number of factors that can either cause or accelerate
fading. In general, the origins of capacity fading may be linked to the presence of the highly
catalytic platinum material in the hydrogen electrode. This high catalytic activity enables
the other components in the nickel hydrogen cell, primarily the nickel electrode, to undergo
chemical changes into thermodynamically more stable materials via. pathways not otherwise
readily available. Unfortunately, in general the chemical modifications that result from such
processes tend to degrade rather than enhance cell performance. During the past 10 years,
nickel hydrogen cell fading has been observed to result from chemical or physical changes
in the electrodes, separator, and electrolyte during storage.
The discussion of capacity fading in nickel hydrogen cells is divided here into two general
sections. The first section describes mechanisms for capacity fading in hydrogen precharged
cells. This mechanism is relatively well understood through a number of studies published
over recent years (Refs. 1-3). Fading in hydrogen precharged cells is controlled by chemical
changes that take place in the nickel electrode. The second section discusses capacity fading
mechanisms in nickel precharged ceils. Such fading is clearly slower than that in hydrogen
precharged cells, and can be caused by either temporary or permanent loss of the nickel
precharge, or by leaking of hydrogen. The loss of nickel precharge can be induced by
chemical changes in the nickel hydrogen cell, or by changes in the electrochemical activity
of the nickel electrode.
Fading in Hydrogen Precharged Cells
The balance between the capacity in the nickel electrode and that in the hydrogen electrode
in a hydrogen precharged nickel hydrogen cell is graphically illustrated in Fig. 1. The cell
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is built with sufficient hydrogen gas to leave some hydrogen remaining in the fully
dischargedcell. In this casethe cell capacity,isalwayslimited by the activecapacityof the
nickelelectrode,assumingthat no significantleaksexistin the cell pressurevessel.Typically
the nickel electrodedeliversapproximately70-80%of its total capacity,at usefuldischarge
rates. The remaining capacity,is divided into residualcapacity.,i.e. capacity,that can be
dischargedat reduced ratesandvoltages,andunavailablecapacity,which simplycannot be
electrochemicallydischarged.The relativeproportionsof residualand unavailablecapacity,
canvary dependingon the constructiondetailsof the nickel electrodeand howit is charged
and discharged.However, the residualcapacity,isoften about 20% of the cell capacity,and
the unavailablecapacityis about 5% of the total.
Thus, during the storage of a nickel hydrogencell with hydrogen prechargein a fully
dischargedstate,the presenceof remaininghydrogengasforcesthe nickel electrodeto the
highly reducing potential of the hydrogenelectrode. Indeed, under theseconditions the
nickel electrodebecomesa hydrogenelectrodehavingan appreciable reducingcapability.
This occursasthe compactoxide layerson thenickelsinterare reduced, thusde-passivating
the catalyticnickel metal surfaces. Sinceboth the nickel and the platinum electrodesact
ashydrogenelectrodes,the potential of the cell duringstorageis clampedvery closeto zero
volts -- irrespectiveof whether the cell is left opencircuited or is shorted.
The reducingenvironment at the nickel metal surfacesduringstorageinitiates reductionof
the nickel and cobalt hydroxides (cobalt hydroxidesare generally added to the nickel
electrode active material at levels of 5-10%to improveperformance and life) if the cell
potential isbelow 0.1volts,which is guaranteedbythe presenceof excesshydrogen.These
reduction reactionsproduce finely divided nickel andcobalt metal in the layersthat are in
electrical contact with the nickel current collecting surfaces within the sinter of the
electrode. This solid state reduction processpropagatesslowly into the active material
depositduring lengthystorageperiods. Subsequentrechargeof the cell will oxidize these
metallic particles to the respectivenickel and cobalt hydroxides. As describedin Ref. 1,
cobalt hydroxide thus formed is soluble to someextent in alkaline electrolyte,forming the
dicobaltite ion, HCoO2". Movement of this ion results in migration of cobalt away from the
nickel surfaces. The cobalt is redeposited in any of a number of inactive cobalt containing
phases, including CoOOH, CoHO,, and Co304 during subsequent cell operation. Capacity
fading can result from layers of these poorly conducting materials preventing discharge of
some active material, or probably more likely, preferential discharge of the cobalt-depleted
layer surrounding all the current collecting surfaces. Such preferential discharge will occur
because cobalt depleted nickel hydroxide has an elevated discharge voltage. The depleted
layer thus formed during discharge can isolate charged material that is not close to the
current collector, since the discharged material has relatively poor electronic conductivity.
Fig. 2 illustrates this condition.
The situation that develops in the nickel electrode that is stored in hydrogen is thus a
chemical modification of the active material. This same process is possible in nickel
electrodes from nickel cadmium cells, however the incorporation of cadmium hydroxide into
the nickel electrode in these cells is likely to offer some protection, since the cadmium
should be preferentially reduced during low voltage storage. Likewise, the addition of some
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cadmium to the nickel electrode in the nickel hydrogen cell could offer some degree of
protection from the degrading effects of a hydrogen precharge.
The net consequence of the degradation illustrated in Fig. 2 is a non-uniform discharge of
the nickel electrode, leaving behind an appreciable amount of isolated charged active
material. Such a non-uniform discharge can also result from non-uniform loading, sinter
that contains large voids, or anomalous phase distributions in the active material. We have
developed an empirical test that allows the degree of discharge uniformity to be quantified
using a simple procedure. This test is indicated in Fig. 3, where a flooded (31.29% KOH)
nickel electrode is discharged at 10 ma/cm 2 following a 32 hr charge at 2 ma/cm-' (prior to
this cycle a standard conditioning cycle is used to stabilize the electrode). A uniformity
parameter F is defined as
F = Gamma/(Gamma + Beta)
where gamma and beta are the relative quantities of the "/-NiOOH and _-NiOOH
discharged at the 10 ma/cm 2 rate. It has been empirically found that non-uniform discharge
results in isolation of the lower potential gamma phase, as well as a reduced tendency to
readily form this phase during the standard recharge employed in this test.
Figure 4 indicates the correlation typically found between active material utilization at the
10 ma/cm 2 discharge rate and the uniformity parameter F. Normal nickel electrodes
typically fall between 90 and 110% utilization, with variables such as cobalt level, sinter
porosity and uniformity, loading level, and local loading uniformity giving a significant range
of utilization across different electrode lots and types. Very uniformly and lightly loaded
electrodes with high cobalt levels can easily give utilizations as high as 130% or more, as
indicated in Fig. 4. However, nickel electrodes from cells that have experienced fading
exhibit a significant reduction in both utilization and the uniformity parameter F. The three
points in Fig. 4 having lowest utilization are all from cells that exhibited differing, but
significant degrees of capacity fading. Thus, an empirical test such as that indicated in Figs.
3 and 4 can provide a good indication of the origin of degradation in any given nickel
electrode. Particularly when the measurements are combined with chemical analyses for
CoHO 2, the level of which also has been found to correlate with capacity fading (Ref. 2),
an excellent diagnostic capability for the root cause of capacity fading emerges.
The capacity fading and redistribution of cobalt that occurs when nickel electrodes are
exposed to hydrogen is not neatly recoverable by any obvious method, unless the cobalt
depleted layers are quite thin. Empirically, it has been found that repeated high depth-of-
discharge cycles or significant long-term overcharge at low rates can recover faded capacity.
Since the chemically modified materials remain present in the nickel electrode through such
recovery procedures, it is concluded that recovery is successful whenever the layered
structures evident in Fig. 2 can be somewhat dissipated. The most obvious approach to such
a recovery method is to utilize the physical movement of active material during deep cycles
or from oxygen evolution to dissipate such layers through a mixing of the active material
layers. Because capacity recovery procedures do not restore the initial phase composition
of nickel and cobalt compounds in the active material, a concern exists that the chemical
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changes in the nickel electrode will have a deleterious effect on long-term cycle life, i.e.
capacity will fade again during cycling much more quickly than otherwise expected.
To evaluate this concern a hydrogen precharged nickel hydrogen cell that had experienced
approximately a 30% capacity fade during several years of storage, followed by capacity
recoveu by means of about 250 80% depth-of-discharge LEO cycles, was placed on an
accelerated cycle life test. The results of this life test are indicated in Fig. 5 along with the
cycle life behavior of a new cell (no fading) of the same design in the identical life test
cycling regime. The conclusion drawn from the test in Fig. 5 is that in spite of the recovery
seen in cell capacity, the chemical changes that had taken place in the nickel electrode
during storage resulted in loss of about 85% of the cycle life capability of this cell for these
test conditions. In view of these results, it clearly is very desirable to avoid the chemical
changes responsible for capacity fading.
Capacity. Fading Mechanisms in Nickel Precharged Cells
A nickel precharged nickel hydrogen cell is built with more capacity in the nickel electrode
than there is hydrogen gas available for the negative electrode. Thus in the fully discharged
state typically utilized for cell storage, the cell contains no hydrogen gas, but does contain
some remaining charge in the nickel electrode active material. Because the charged nickel
electrode active material is generally unstable relative to oxygen, it will evolve some level
of oxygen gas in the stored cell. Thus, this cell will contain an oxidizing atmosphere of gas
during storage, which will make the platinum catalyst electrode become an oxygen electrode.
The relative electrode capacities typically desired in this cell design are indicated in Fig. 6.
So that the usable capacity of the cell is not reduced by the nickel precharge, the cell is
normally built so that the hydrogen is fully consumed only by discharge after the active
capacity of the nickel electrode is depleted, i.e. during discharge of the residual capacity.
With typical nickel electrodes this approach places an upper limit of about 10-20% nickel
precharge on the cell, with a concomitant decrease in the operating pressure of the cell.
Although higher precharge levels may be used, they can reduce the capacity of the cell
below that which could otherwise be attained.
The positioning of the relative nickel and hydrogen electrode capacities indicated in Fig. 6
has some potential problems. First, if the nickel electrode has an extremely high utilization,
the band of residual charge will be quite narrow, resulting in a very narrow window of
acceptable precharge. In this situation it is probably more desirable to increase the nickel
precharge into the active capacity region, instead of risking cell degradation if the nickel
precharge is insufficient. It should be noted here that any oxidation of sinter or other
materials in the cell during operation will tend to increase the amount of hydrogen in the
cell. Thus, some excess nickel precharge is highly desirable to get the cell through early life
cycling and storage without developing a hydrogen precharge.
The second .point to note in Fig. 6 is that any significant shifts in the amounts of either
residual capacity or unavailable capacity during cell operation can convert a nickel
precharged cell into a cell that is effectively hydrogen precharged. There are several
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operational conditions commonly encountered during cell testing that can shift the amounts
of residual and unavailable capacity significantly, and thus are to be avoided just prior to
storage periods except under carefully controlled test conditions. The first of these
conditions is indicated in Fig. 7, and involves allowing the charged cell to stand open circuit
prior to discharge. Such open circuit stand, which is commonly used for charge retention
tests, causes most of the residual capacity to become unavailable through charge
redistribution processes described in Ref. 3. This can easily convert a nickel precharged cell
into a cell that contains undischargeable hydrogen, although this hydrogen may eventually
be depIeted by self-discharge processes. Storage of this cell at a low voltage, however, will
clearly initiate the processes responsible for capacity fading in the hydrogen precharged
nickel hydrogen cell. Thus, a common test to which nickel hydrogen cells are exposed is
capable of temporarily generating conditions known to degrade cell performance.
Another relatively common test condition that can have a similar effect is indicated in Fig.
8. Here the cell is simply discharged at low temperature, which significantly increases the
amounts of both residual and unavailable capacities. This is primarily due to the reduced
conductivity of the active material at lower temperatures. Here again, the unavailable
capacity in the discharged cell can rise to exceed the level of hydrogen in the cell, thus
leaving a temporary hydrogen precharge condition. The scenarios presented in Figs. 7 and
8 clearly show that a nickel precharged cell should be carefully prepared for a storage
period, employing a standard preparation cycle which is guaranteed to leave the desired
state of precharge.
A number of other conditions in the nickel hydrogen cell have been found to cause
increases in the residual and unavailable capacities in the nickel electrodes. One of these
conditions occurs when silicate contaminants build up to levels much above 1000 ppm in the
KOH electrolyte, particularly when the cell is operated at low temperatures. The typical
sources for silicate contaminants are dirt or dust particles, or the presence of silicate based
minerals such as asbestos in the separator. These silicate containing materials generally lose
silicate by replacement with hydroxide from the electrolyte over time, thus allowing silicate
levels to build up in the electrolyte during extended storage. The rate of this buildup can
vary significantly, as the rate at which different silicate minerals are attacked by KOH varies
tremendously. For very slow processes of this kind, low temperature storage is clearly
beneficial. However, the best solution to this problem is simply to insure, through attention
to cleanliness and appropriate design, that negligible amounts of silicate minerals are
present in the cell.
The mechanism by which silicate affects the nickel electrode is not fully understood (Ref.
4). Empirical evidence indicates that silicates are incorporated into the nickel electrode
active material during overcharge, as evidenced by anomalous increases in overcharge
voltage. Whether this results from silicate crystallization, dehydration of the active material
by the silicate, or some other mechanism is not fully certain. This incorporation is
accompanied by a significant increase in the resistance of the nickel electrode. The added
resistance component has a large temperature coefficient, thus affecting cell charge and
discharge voltage markedly at low temperatures. Typically, as the ceil is discharged the
silicate will come out of the nickel electrode and the resistance will drop. The result can
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be a significantly depressed discharge plateau voltage as indicated in Fig. 9, which in
extreme cases can exhibit a pronounced minimum part way through the discharge. The
results of Fig. 9 are for small laboratory cells operated at 600 psia of hydrogen, and with
calcium silicate added to the interface between the nickel electrode and the zircar separator.
The behavior of Fig. 9 developed gradually over approximately 40 100% depth-of-discharge
cycles at 25 deg C, performed over a period of 44 days.
Clearly, silicate contaminants can decrease cycle life, although the extreme case represented
in Fig. 9 may not be representative of the silicate levels from spot contamination. However,
cells containing silicate based separators such as asbestos have exhibited anomalous
discharge voltage profiles much like those of Fig. 9, ranging in severity from causing failure
within the first 100 cycles, to causing failure after 12,000 LEO cycles at 40% depth-of-
discharge.
Another contaminating material that has been found to change the relative amounts of
residual and unavailable capacity is sulfate ions in the electrolyte (Ref. 4). More than 300-
500 ppm of sulfate in the electrolyte can result in significant increases in the amount of
capacity discharged on the second plateau, particularly when combined with low temperature
operation and charged open circuit stand. This behavior is indicated in Fig. 10, again for
small nickel hydrogen cells operated at about 600 psia with calcium sulfate added between
the zircar separator and the nickel electrode. In actual nickel hydrogen ceils, the sources
for such sulfate materials have been found to be spot contamination by mineral particles
(gypsum, CaSO4, most commonly), and separators. Sulfates have been found in both zircar
and asbestos separator materials.
One effect that sulfate ions can have on the nickel electrode is also a real concern for a
number of other anionic contaminants, i.e. accelerated corrosion of the sinter structure.
Clearly this process is capable of converting a nickel precharged cell into a hydrogen
precharged one either during storage or during early cycling prior to storage. In a flooded
life test consisting of 6500-7000 100% depth-of-discharge cycles, the rate of corrosion in the
presence of sulfate ions was found to be 2 to 5 times greater than that in the absence of
sulfate.
The mechanism by which sulfate ions alter the performance of the nickel electrode is again
not fully understood. It seems most likely that the sulfate ions react with cobalt sites in the
active material, decreasing active capacity by forming traps for the normally mobile protons
in the active material. The complex that sulfate forms with cobalt appears to be somewhat
soluble in KOH. After 6500 cycles in sulfate containing electrolyte a nickel electrode was
observed to have lost about 50% of its total cobalt additive, with the lost cobalt being
deposited onto the counterelectrode in the flooded cell.
Figure 11 indicates capacity performance over 6500-7000 accelerated cycles for flooded
nickel electrodes in 31% KOH with 0.5 g/100 cc of calcium sulfate added. This test was to
100% depth-of-discharge, with 100% depth defined as 0.0 volts vs. Hg/HgO at 100 ma/cm 2.
Charge return was 100% of the beginning of life capacity of each electrode as measured at
the 10 ma/cm z discharge rate. After 6500 cycles, the electrode cycled with added sulfate
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exhibited a discharge voltage plateau depressed to near the 0.0 volt level, thus its capacity,
appeared to suddenly drop. Actually the discharge voltage of this electrode had degraded
continuously during the cycling after about cycle 1000. The electrode cycled with no sulfate
had experienced only about a 20 mv drop in the discharge plateau after nearly 7000 cycles,
and essentially no capacity loss. After almost 7000 cycles this test was stopped based on the
observation that the electrode cycled with sulfate had failed while the electrode cycled with
no sulfate remained far from failure.
In Fig. I 1 the electrode cycled with no sulfate exhibited a normal capacity profile over cycle
life. A capacity rise during the initial 2000-3000 cycles was followed by a level then a
gradually dropping capacity. With sulfate present, however, a very different behavior was
seen. The initial rapid drop, then rise in capacity over the first 800 cycles appears to be
associated with the slow incorporation of sulfate species into the cobalt sites within the
active material. Thereafter, while capacity appears to be relatively stable, the cobalt in the
active material is slowly undergoing solubilization causing the active material to lose cobalt,
as well as experiencing accelerated corrosion. About 10% of the sinter had corroded after
6500 cycles. It is likely that the combination of these changes played a significant role in
the earlier failure of the electrode exposed to sulfate.
A final chemical reaction of potential concern during the storage of a nickel precharged cell
involves the platinum electrode. As was previously discussed, in a discharged nickel
precharged cell the platinum catalyst electrode adopts the potential of an oxygen electrode,
which is near that of the nickel electrode, depending on the pressure of oxygen in the cell.
At this potential the platinum catalyst will undergo oxidation, forming a layer of Pt(OH)2
on its surface. In KOH electrolyte this compound has some solubility, thus the platinum
does not fully passivate. The result is an equilibrium level of Pt(OH)4" in the electrolyte
after an extended storage period. These platinate ions can migrate to the nickel electrode,
where they can participate in various chemical reactions.
Platinate ions appear to catalytically interact with the precharge in the nickel electrode.
These ions appear to slowly associate with adjacent cobalt and nickel sites to form a CoNiPt
oxyhydroxide complex. The platinum in this complex is in equilibrium with platinate ions
in the electrolyte. Cell recharge will plate the platinum from the platinate species back onto
the catalyst electrode, thus causing the platinum to leave the complex formed in the nickel
electrode by the resulting shift in the equilibrium. However, this process leaves behind in
the nickel electrode a relatively stable NiCo oxyhydroxide compound. This reaction is
capable of consuming much of the precharge in the nickel electrode. This reaction provides
a rationale for using a level of precharge significantly greater than the amount of cobalt in
the nickel electrode.
The NiCo oxyhydroxide compound formed in a nickel precharged cell provides an
unambiguous signature indicating whether the precharge has indeed remained intact over
the life of the cell. Figure 12 shows the voltage signature for this compound. While not
having a high electrochemical activity, in a slow scan voltammetric measurement (Fig. 12
uses less than a 2 _V/sec sweep rate) reduction of a well defined phase is seen at about
0.15 volts vs. Hg/HgO. This is a potential region where a normal nickel electrode has a
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clean minimum in its electrochemically active constituents. Complete reduction of this
compound causes it to dissociate within a 24 hr period. Subsequent oxidation of the nickel
electrode shows no trace of being able to regenerate this structure, unless done very quickly,
whereupon very limited reversibili_ is seen. Thus, the observation of the 0.15 volt peak of
Fig. 12 in a nickel electrode from a stored cell is good evidence that the cell has not
e.'cperienced temporary conversion to a hydrogen precharged condition at any time in its past
history. Conversely, the complete absence of this structure in nickel electrodes from a
stored cell with nickel precharge suggests that at some time the precharge has been
compromised. We have in fact used this method in several instances to detect conditions
that can temporarily compromise the nickel precharge in a cell.
The long term effects of forming NiCo oxyhydroxides in nickel electrodes is uncertain. After
extensive cell cycling there will clearly be sufficient hydrogen generated (from corrosion) to
reduce these materials if a cell is fully discharged, such as would happen during
reconditioning. The products of this reduction process are not presently known. It is clearly
possible that these products could initiate cobalt segregation processes. In view of these
uncertainties, and considering the long-term storage and test times required to address these
issues, it seems best to avoid the formation of these NiCo oxyhydroxide compounds by not
allowing the platinum electrode to rise to the oxygen potential.
Summary of Processes Affecting Stored Cells
Figure 13 attempts to summarize the principal processes that can occur in stored nickel
hydrogen ceils. At the bottom of Fig. 13, the situation in a hydrogen precharged cell is
shaded in. The depleted nickel electrode is reduced to a potential near that of the hydrogen
electrode, giving an open circuit cell potential near zero. At these potentials the nickel and
cobalt hydroxides in the active material can undergo reduction, and if the potential is
subsequently increased, the dicobaltite ion can form from cobalt hydroxide. Above about
0.3 volts vs. hydrogen the nickel sinter begins to oxidize and develops a passivation layer,
becoming fully passivated above about 0.5 volts.
The shaded region at the top of Fig. 13 indicates the reactions that can take place during
storage of a nickel precharged cell. The platinum electrode is driven above the potential
at which it can oxidize to the potential dictated by the oxygen in the cell, again giving a cell
voltage of 0 to +0.3, depending on the exact oxygen pressure in the cell. Formation of
platinate ions and their reaction with the nickel electrode can eventually reduce the
potential of the nickel electrode, thus driving the open circuit cell potential negative. When
the CoOOH couple is also included, it is possible to have the open circuit potential of the
stored cell go negative by up to -0.3 volts. Thus the open circuit potential of a stored nickel
precharged cell can drift between about 0.3 and -0.3 volts, depending on the oxygen pressure
and the chemical state of the nickel precharge.
The most interesting aspect of Fig. 13 is that there is a region in the middle where none of
the reactions considered here are possible except nickel corrosion. However, at cell
potentials above 0.5 volts and below 1.0 volt, nickel metal is passivated, and actually more
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stable than in ambient atmosphere, assuming that no anionic species are present that can
accelerate corrosion by breaking down the passivation layer. Whether a cell has a hydrogen
precharge or a nickel precharge, it can be maintained in this window of stability simply by
maintaining a cell potential of 0.5 to 1.0 volts. This appears to be an ideal storage condition
for a nickel hydrogen cell, one which eliminates concern over the precise details of
precharge, its level, and its stability.
Summary of Causes for Capacity Fading
In general, capacity fading has been found to result from having hydrogen in contact with
the nickel electrode when its potential is below 0.5 volts. Clearly, hydrogen precharged cells
meet this condition. It is also possible however, to generate a temporary hydrogen
precharged condition by the cycling environment and the cycling method for the cell.
Finally, chemical modification of the nickel electrode by reaction with platinum, silicates,
sulfates, or perhaps other species as well, can impact the availability of nickel precharge to
protect the stored cell from fading.
Recommendations to Avoid Fading
1. Use nickel precharge. It avoids reducing potentials at the nickel electrode, which have
been shown to be capable of rapidly degradiiag cell capacity. It also reduces operating
pressure.
2. Maintain a controlled potential of 0.5 to 1.0 volts on each cell during storage periods.
This prevents platinum oxidation in nickel precharged cells, and prevents degradation from
hydrogen precharge, should it ever develop in the life of a cell.
3. Store cold (about 32 deg F). This will slow all degradation processes, including those that
we have not yet seen.
4. Always go into storage using a well defined procedure designed to maximize the
availability of active precharge in the nickel electrode. A recommended procedure is to
simply precede storage with one 20 deg C capacity cycle:
- Charge fully at 20 deg C, with no open circuit stand time allowed.
- Discharge at C/2 to 0.7 volts for each cell.
- Resistive letdown to 10 my, or for 16 hr maximum.
Storage at voltages above 1 volt or on trickle charge or top-charge will also keep the
degradation processes discussed above in abeyance. However, concern exists regarding sinter
corrosion at these more oxidizing potentials. It is this concern that suggests the
recommended 1.0 volt upper limit for a storage potential.
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Fig. 1 SEM picture and EDX cobalt line scan result of metallographic sample of a
new nickel electrode containing nominal 10% cobalt. Light colored islands
in the picture are nickel metal particles and remaining grey area represent
active material.
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Fig. 2 SEM picture and EDX cobalt line scan result of metallographic sample of a
new nickel electrode containing nominal 7% cobalt. Light colored islands
in the picture are nickel metal particles and remaining grey area represent
active material.
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Fig. 3 SEM picture and EDX cobalt line scan result of metallographic sample of a
new nickel electrode containing nominal 4% cobalt. Light colored islands
in the picture are nickel metal particles and remaining grey area represent
active material.
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Fig. 4 SEM picture and EDX cobalt line scan result of metallographic sample of a
nickel electrode from BP 8. Light colored islands in the picture are nickel
metal particles and remaining grey area represent active material.
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Fig. 5 SEM picture and EDX cobalt line scan result of metallographic sample of a
nickel electrode from BP2. Light colored islands in the picture are nickel
metal particles and remaining grey area represent active material.
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Fig. 5 Point-by-point analysis results of cobalt and nickel in the same sample and
in the similar region as the EDX line scan in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 11 EDX maps of Ni, Co and 0 in the same sample and in the similar region
as in Fig. 1. Brightness of area represent the concentration of the
corresponding elements.
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Fig. 12 EDX maps of Ni, Co and 0 in the same sample and in the similar region
as in Fig. 4.2. Brightness of area represent the concentration of the
corresponding elements.
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Fig. 13 EDX maps of Ni, Co and 0 in the same sample and in the similar region
as in Fig. 4.3. Brightness of area represent the concentration of the
corresponding elements.
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EFig. 14 EDX maps of Ni, Co and 0 in the same sample and in the similar region
as in Fig. 4.4. Brightness of area represent the concentration of the
corresponding elements.
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Fig. 15 EDX maps of Ni, Co and 0 in the same sample and in the similar region
as in Fig. 4.5. Brightness of area represent the concentration of the
corresponding elements.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -195- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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PREGF.DJm_ P,_.;,._ _.;..;_i,;'_ NidT Fi.LMED
CAPAC ITY FAD E
A DEFINITION
TYPICALLY UP TO 20% LOSS IN PREVIOUSLY
DEMONSTRATED CAPACITY
NORMALLY SEEN AFTER A PERIOD OF CELL STRORAGE
SEEN IN NiH= & NiCd CELLS WiTH ELECTROCHEMICALLY
DEPOSITED POSITIVE PLATES
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -212- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
SCOPE OF PRESENTATION
THEORETICAL CAUSES OF CAPACITY FADE
- ROLE OF CELL STORAGE
- ROLE OF POSITIVE ELECTRODE
- ROLE OF COBALT ADDITIVE
2 EXAMPLES OF OBSERVED CAPACITY FADE
- INTELSAT V (30 AH NiH2)
- INTELSAT Vl (48 AH NiH2)
- EXPLORER PLATFORM (50 AH NiCd)
3 PREVENTION AND RECOVERY METHODS
- OPEN CIRCUIT STORAGE
- STORAGE UNDER TRICKEL CHARGE
- STORAGE FULLY CHARGED
4 CURRENT EAGLE PICHER/HUGHES RESEARCH STATUS
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -213- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
•CAPACITY FAD
THEORY OF PHENOMENON
ATTRIBUTED TO ACTIVE MATERIAL CHANGES IN
THE POSITIVE PLATE AT LOW STATES OF CHARGE
a APPEARS TO BE SPECIFIC TO ELECTROCHEMICALLY
DEPOSITED PLATES IN BOTH NiH 2 AND NiCD CELLS
s OCCURS AFTER A PERIOD OF STORAGE OPEN CIRCUIT
DISCHARGED SHORTED CONDITION
| CAPACITY FADE HAS BEEN LINKED TO THE COBALT
ADDITIVE AND ITS SEVERITY MAY BE ASSOCIATED
WITH COBALT CONCENTRATION
=
CHARGED ACTIVE MATERIAL IS UNABLE TO BE
COMPLETELY DISCHARGED AT HIGHER RATES
1 OVERALL CELL PERFORMANCE IS NOT AFFECTED AND
CAPACITY IS RECOVERED THROUGH CYCLING AND USE
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -214- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FADE
ROLE OF THE POSITIVE ELECTRODE
1. ELECTROCHEMICALLY DEPOSITED POSITIVE ELECTRODES
HAVE DISPLAYED CAPACITY FADE IN BOTH
NICKEL CADMIUM AND NICKEL HYDROGEN CELLS
2. MANY RESEARCHERS BELIEVE THAT THE PHENOMENON IS
LOCALIZED TO THE POSITIVE
3. CAPACITY FADE HAS NOT BEEN OBSERVED IN CHEMICALLY
DEPOSITED POSITIVE ELECTRODES
4. SOME RESEARCHERS BELIEVE THAT CAPACITY FADE CAN BE
ATTRIBUTED TO THE DEPTH OF DISCHARGE OF THE POSITIVE
ELECTRODE.
• THIS THEORY IS SUPPORTED BY THE ABSENCE OF
FADING DURING CYCLING
THE FACT THAT FADING HAS BEEN GENERALLY SEEN
AFTER STORAGE IN THE DISCHARGED CONDITION IS
ALSO SUPPORTIVE OF THE THEORY.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -215- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FAD
ROLE OF STORAGE
, CELL VOLTAGE AT START OF STORAGE IS A
CRITICAL FACTOR
CAPACITY FADE HAS
IN CELLS STORED AT
0.5 AND 1.0 VOLTS
NOT BEEN OBSERVED
POTENTIALS BETWEEN
1 HIGHER STORAGE TEMPERATURES APPEAR TO
ACCELERATE CAPACITY FADING
• OPTIMUM TEMPERATURES ARE BELOW 23 ° C
St SHORTING CELLS FOR EXTENDED PERIODS DURING
STORAGE HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO INCREASE
THE DEGREE OF CAPACITY FADE
4. THE LONGER THE STORAGE TIME THE MORE IMPORTANT
THE FACTORS LISTED ABOVE BECOME.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -216- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FAD
ROLE OF COBALT ADDITIVE
1. RESEARCH INDICATES A POSSIBLE CHEMICAL COMBINATION
OF COBALT AND NICKEL
# THIS REACTION IS BELIEVED TO OCCUR AT LOW
STATES OF CHARGE IN THE ACTIVE MATERIAL
THE PRESENCE OF NICKEL IN THE CHARGED FORM
(NIOOH) APPEARS TO INHIBIT THE REACTION
_/THE RESULTANT HYBRID COMPOUND DRAMATICALLY
CHANGES THE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE ACTIVE MATERIAL
.
SEVERITY OF CAPACITY FADE MAY BE LINKED TO
COBALT CONCENTRATION
# HIGHER COBALT CONCENTRATION APPEARS
TO LEAD TO MORE PRONOUNCED FADING
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -217- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FAD
OCCURANCE OF
1. CELLS WHICH EXHIBIT CAPACITY FADE HAVE:
a. NORMALLY BEEN THROUGH A PERIOD OF STORAGE
b. HAVE BEEN STORED IN A DISCHARGED CONDITION
c. HAVE BEEN STORED AT HIGHER THAN NORMAL
TEMPERATURES (>23 ° C)
d. HAVE IN MANY CASES BEEN SHORTED FOR ALL OR PART
OF THE STORAGE TIME
2. TO BE CLASSIFIED AS CELLS WHICH EXHIBIT CAPACITY
FADE THE CELLS SHOULD:
a. EXHIBIT A DECREASED CAPACITY THAT IS NOT
RECOVERED THROUGH ROUTINE CYCLING
b. GENERALLY OCCURS EARLY IN CELL CYCLE LIFE
c. DEMONSTRATE NO OTHER ANOMALY WHICH WOULD
CONTRIBUTE TO CAPACITY LOSS
d. PERFORM NORMALLY IN ALL OTHER RESPECTS
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -218- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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CAPAC ITY FAD E
METHODS OF PREVENTION
1. USE OF THE NICKEL PRECHARGE IN
HYDROGEN CELLS
NICKEL
2. STORAGE OPEN CIRCUIT IN A DISCHARGED
CONDITION
3. STORAGE IN A CHARGED CONDITION
4. STORAGE WITH TRICKLE CHARGE
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -224- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FADE
STORAGE UNDER TRICKLE CHARG
CELL IS FULLY CHARGED
CELL IS STORED UNDER A LOW CURRENT CHARGE
• C/801SUSUALTRICKLE CURRENT
• TEMPERATURE IS MAINTAINED AT 6 + 3 ° C
° VOLTAGE AND CELL TEMPERATURE ARE MONITORED
TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO CELLS
TRICKLE STORAGE METHOD IS SUITABLE FOR LAUNCH PAD
STORAGE
TRICKLE STORAGE METHOD IS ACCEPTABLE FOR UNSUPERVISED
STORAGE
IT IS THE STORAGE METHOD OF CHOICE
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -225- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FADE
STORAGE CHARGED
CELL SHOULD BE FULLY CHARGED
• 100% CHARGE FOLLOWED BY EXTENDED TRICKLE
TYPICAL PRE-STORAGE REGIME
CHARGE
MAINTAIN LOW STORAGE TEMPERATURE
• LOWEST TESTING TEMPERATURE (NORMALLY 0 ° C) IS
THE NORM
CELL RECEIVES A PERIODIC "TOP-OFF" CHARGE
TRICKLE RATE IS RECOMMENDED CURRENT (C/80)
FREQUENCY OF CHARGE DETERMINED BY SELF-DISCHARGE
RATE
ACCEPTABLE METHOD FOR LAUNCH PAD STORAGE
ACCEPTABLE FOR UNSUPERVISED STORAGE
RECOMMENDED BY EAGLE PICHER AND HUGHES AIRCRAFT
BEST WHEN CONSTANT CELL MONITORING IS NOT
FEASIBLE
1992 NASA Aerospace BaUery Workshop -226- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FADE
OPEN CIRCUIT STORAGE
OPEN CIRCUIT STORAGE IS NOT HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED
STORAGE TEMPERATURE MUST BE CONTROL
• STORAGE AT LOWEST TESTING TEMPERATURE
(USUALLY 0 ° C) IS A GOOD RULE OF THUMB
IT IS ESSENTIAL TO AVOID SHORTING DURING
STORAGE
MAXIMUM 80% DEPTH OF DISCHARGE PRIOR TO
STORAGE
EAGLE PICHER BELIEVES THAT THIS IS A RISKY
METHOD OF STORAGE
• THIS METHOD SHOULD BE USED AS LAST RESORT
• NOT AN ACCEPTABLE METHOD FOR LAUNCH PAD
STORAGE
• NOT AN ACCEPTABLE METHOD FOR UNSUPERVISED
STORAGE
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -227- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CAPACITY FAD
RECOVERY OF CAPACITY
1. ALL CAPACITY FADE EXAMPLES HAVE DEMONSTRATED
SOME DEGREE OF RECOVERY WITH CONTINUED CYCLING
• INTELSAT V IS CURRENTLY ON ORBIT WITHOUT
A FAILURE
• INTELSAT Vl HAS RECOVERED CAPACITY WITH CYCLING
• EXPLORER 50 AH IS PRESENTLY ON LEO STRESS
TEST AT CRANE NWSC AND IS PERFORMING WELL.
2. EAGLE PICHER IS NOW TESTING CELLS TO IDENTIFY THE MOST
APPROPRIATE RECOVERY REGIME
• THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY IS TO SPEED RECOVERY
• A SECOND OBJECTIVE IS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND CAPACITY
FADING.
SPECIFICALLY:
- HOW FADING IS AFFECTED BY
TEMPERATURE
- HOW FADING IS AFFECTED BY RESTING
VO LTAG E
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -228- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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NiH 2 CAPACITY FADE DURING EARLY CYCLING
JOHNSON CONTROLS BATTERY GROUP, INC.
NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERY DMSION
JEFFREY P. ZAGRODNIK
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -235- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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GENERAL CAPACITY LOSS OBSERVATIONS
Terrestrial batteries:
- stored in warehouse for over 18 months
- no capacity loss
- electrodes contain cadmium additive
- electrodes contain no cobalt additive
- discharged to 1.0 volt/cell at C/2 rate prior to storage
- open circuit storage at room temperature
Initial aerospace batteries:
- stored in warehouse for over 18 months
- no capacity loss
- electrodes contain cobalt cadmium additive
- discharged to 1.0 volt/cell at C/2 rate prior to storage
- voltage above 1.0 volt/cell at end of stand
- open circuit storage at room temperature
Recent aerospace batteries:
- capacity loss of over 25% seen in 3-8 week storage periods
- electrodes contain all cobalt additive
- shorted to 0 volts prior to storage
- charged stand methods not effective for recovery
- standard LEO or stepped LEO cycling was effective for recovery
- LEO cycling allowed recovery in 3040 cycles
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -236- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CHA RGE EFFICIENCY TEST PROGRAM
Experiments were designed to measure the charge
efficiency of the nickel electrode as a function of rate
and temperature. The test matrix was varied to
incorporate both cobalt, cadmium and combinations of
the two nickel electrode additives. Electrolyte
concentration was eliminated as a variable and was held
constant at 31%/(OH. Three groups of four (4) cells
were tested sequentially. Lithium hydroxide was added
to the electrolyte in the second set of test cells.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -237- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
CELL ADDITIVE COMPOSITIONS
Cell #
X004
X007
X010
X013
Bath Additive
Composition
0% Co/10% Cd
10% Co/0% Cd
3.3% Co/6.7% Cd
6.7% Co/3.3%Cd
Electrode Additive
Composition 1
0.1% Co/5.6% Cd
10.6% Co/0.1% Cd
4.1% Co/3.3% Cd
7.1% Co/1.8% Cd
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
-238- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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TESTING SEQUENCE
After assembly, each cell completed a routine
condition/activation cycle regime followed by a two
(2) week LEO cycle period designed to stabilize
performance.
Prior to testing and after each efficiency test the
ceils were characterized by three charge/discharge
cycles at 10 ° C to determine how the prior test had
affected capacity and also to bring the ceils to a
reproducible state of charge before the next
efficiency test. The first two cycles consisted of a
C/10 charge for 16 hours followed by a IOA (~C/2)
discharge to 1.0 volt and a 4.78 A discharge to O.1
volt. On the third discharge the ceils were only
discharged to 1.0 volt and allowed to remain on
open circuit.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -240- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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DEFINITION OF CAPACITY FADE TEST
Three capacity check cycles run at 10°C and 23°C before initiating
lest.
Stand at room temperature, open-circuit, 50 pslg hydrogen.
Pdor to the first stand cells were discharged at C/'2 rate to 1.0 volt/cell
First stand was 48 days duration (open circuit voltages were steady in
the 1.2-1.3 volt range for all cells except XO04 throughout the stand).
Cell XO04 started stand at 1.3 volts but dropped suddenly to 0 volts
after 27 days. Cell behaved normally in capacity cycling following the
stand.
Prior to the second stand cells were discharged at C/2 rate to 0.5
volt/cell then shorted across a 1-ohm resistor for 16 hours.
Second stand was 40 days duration (all cell voltages were steady at 0
volts throughout).
Cell XO07 did not recover from the second stand. Voltage behavior on
subsequent charge attempts suggests that cell is shorted.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -245- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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STD/92-118
N93-20
CHARACTERISTICS OF STORAGE RELATED CAPACITY r c3_ S
IN NI/H2 CELLS
50 1
H. Vaidvanathan
COMSAT Laboratories
Clarksburg, MD 20871
The changes in the capacity, voltage and pressure profile of flight
configuration Ni/H2 cells when they are stored for extended periods is
examined in this manuscript. The Ni/H2 cells exhibit capacity fade phenomenon
regardless of their design when they are stored at room temperature. Capacity
loss also occurs if old cells (5 years old) are stored in a very low rate trickle
charge (C/200 rate) condition. Periodic recharge technique leads to pressure rise
in the cells. Conventional trickle charge (C/100 rate) helps in minimizing or
eliminating the second plateau which is one of the characteristics of the capacity
fade phenomenon.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -247- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
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=d Lockheed 
CHARGE RETENTION TEST EXPERIENCES 
ON HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE 
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BAlTERY CELLS 
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Module was designed by 
Lockheed Missile & Space Co (LMSC) and manufactured by Eagle-Picher Ind. (EPI) 
for the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) as an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) 
for the Nickel-Cadmium batteries originally selected for this Low Earth Orbit Mission. 
The Hubble Space Telescope was successfully launched on 24 Apr 90 and is 
presently being operated in orbit by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in 
Greenbelt, MD with the science mission being managed by the Space Telescope 
Science Institute in Baltimore, MD. 
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~4 Lockheed BACKGROUNO 
Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Cell Chemistry 
Provides a lighter design with longer llfe potential than 
Nickel-Cadm~um 
Has a higher rate of self dlschar e during open clrcuit stand 
than that of ~lckel-8admlurn 
Provlsions were not provided for this higher rate of selfdischarge 
because Nickel-Cadmium batteries wera originally slated for the HST 
launch and deployment rnlsalon. 
Concern: Nickel-Hydrogen Charge Retention Ilmltatlons could have 
caused capacity dlsparilles if all contlngencles had been used durlng 
launch and deployment of the HST. 
D€N 1-
c w a  
The Nickel Hydrogen Battery cell provides a higher specific energy (w-hrllb.) over the 
Nickel-Cadmium cell design. The negative electrode utilizes the relatively stable 
performance characteristics of the Hydrogen electrode of the Oxygen-Hydrogen 
fuel cell instead of the less stable characteristics of the Cadmium electrode. The 
Cadmium electrode tends to shed active material during life which causes a slow 
deterioration and loss of capacity due to shorting from dendrite growth. This 
makes the Nickel-Hydrogen cell a more robust design for space missions. 
One major drawback to the Nickel-Hydrogen cell design is its inherent self discharge 
characteristics. As much as 10% of the capacity can be lost in a 24 hour period if 
the cell is allowed to to stand open circuit at room temperature. 
Since Nickel-Cadmium batteries were originally slated for the HST launch and 
deployment mission, provisions were not provided for the higher Nickel-Hydrogen 
self-discharge characteristics by way of an improved of trickle charging interface. 
Nickel-Hydrogen trickle-charging charge inefficiencies generate more heat, and a 
heat rejection system could not be developed to accommodate this characteristic 
in time for the HST launch. 
There was a concern that insufficient capacity would remain in the Nickel-Hydrogen 
battery system at 77OF while the HSTishuttle remained on the launch pad through 
several launch scrubs. Also, there was always the possibility of a delay in 
deployment once the shuttle was in orbit. The battery system is required to supply 
the electrical power to the HST following umbilical disconnect from the shuttle until 
the solar array system can be deployed. 
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-4 Lockheed NEED FOR CHARACTERlZATlON 
With the Increased amount of capaclty that the HST Nlckel-Hydrogen 
batter system had and reviewing other test results from charge 
r o t e n t h  tests, lt a peared that adequate ca achy would be available z for deployment wit/ all sontlngencies inclu ed. 
Glven that capaclty was such a critlcal matter, tesilng for a very 
acwrate predlctlon of the charge retention performance 
characterlstlca was needed. 
Durlng thls testlng, the sensitlvlty to capaclty fade due to open circulti 
fully dlscharged stands at room temperalure was revealed. 
The urpose of thls presentation Is to summarize capactty fade 
claracterlzatlon of  this cell deslpn and to show the methods used to 
regaln this capaclty. 
The HST battery system utilizes six batteries (sized primarily for autonomous safe 
modes) with 65 to 95 amp-hr capacity per battery, depending on how the system 
is charged. Most of the published charge retention data for Nickel-Hydrogen cells 
exists for up to 72 hours and extrapolation of this data provides a well behaved 
decay curve. It was determined that about 42 Amp-hr per battery (including 15% 
contingency) was needed after 168 hours of open circuit stand. 
This being a critical parameter for successful deployment, a high fidelity test data base 
was required for this particular cell design. 
The Extended Charge Retention Test (ECRT) was contrived and conducted from 
August 89 through March 90. More details of this test will be given later. 
During the ECRT, sensitivity to capacity fade was discovered during joom temper- 
open circuit, fully disch- stand periods. 
An overview of this phenomena and the methods used to recover this capacity is the 
intent of this presentation. 
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-=, Lockheed HST Ni-H2 Cell Deslgn 
Alr For- "Pineapple Sllce" Cell Design with the following: 
48 Dry Slntered Nickel Positlve Electrodes 
Aqueous Impregnation 
48 Platlnum Negatlve Electrodes 
Zirconium oxlde Cloth Separators and Gas Scroens 
Actlvated with 27% KOH electrolyte 
Wall wlck (Zlrconlum oxide) 
Hydrogen Precharge (15 psla) 
The HST cell design features related to this discussion are as follows: 
The AF pineapple slice electrode shape is used and a plastic core is employed 
with all the electrode leads running through the plastic core. The positives are 
dry sintered nickel impregnated by an aqueous process. The negatives are fuel 
cell grade platinum Hydrogen gas electrodes. The separator material between 
the positive and negative electrodes is Zirconium oxide cloth. Gas screens are 
provided between the negative electrodes while the positives are positioned in a 
"back to back" configuration. Activation of the cell is performed using 27% KOH 
electrolyte. Inventory of electrolyte is maintained in the cell stack by way of a 
wall wick on the inside of the pressure vessel. Cells are sealed with one 
atmosphere (zero gage) of Hydrogen, thus giving a slight negative precharge or a 
positive limited cell. 
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Lockheed HST NCHP Cell Cut-Away 
Cell Design 
I 
i 
The HST Ni-H2 cell is designated by Eagle-Picher as the "RNH-90-3" cell design. This 
design features terminals exiting one end of the pressure vessel for ease in battery 
wiring which also allows for a low battery profile. The terminals are insulated from the 
pressure vessel by nylon seals. The pressure vessel is made from 0.040" lnconel 71 8 
parent material which provides the high burst pressure margin required for astronaut 
handling in space. 
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d Lockheed "Back to Back" Electrode Stack 
/-- 
" Back-to-Back" 
Electrode Stack 
Design 
i 
G P 5  SC2ET'.I 
SEPARATOR 
GAS SCREEN 
The exploded view of the electrode stack shows how the electrodes are separated 
relative to each other. "Back to Back" means that every two positives are adjacent 
to each other. It can be seen here why this electrode is described as a "pineapple 
slice". The pointed tabs protruding inward from the electrode bodies are used for 
attaching corresponding electrode leads. 
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rt 
=d Lockheed Exploded View 
This is an exploded view of all the cell internal components. Two cell electrode stacks are 
separated by a weld ring which provides a backing plate for the pressure vessel girth 
weld where the two halves of the vessel are fused. 
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=a Lockheed Test Description 
Extended Charge Retention Test (ECRT) 
48 residual cells, 24 from each Flight lot, were placed Into call 
testlng flxluros. 
All cells were cycled slx tlmes to the 50°F acceptance capacity test 
sequence 
One addltlonal capaclty test conducted at 5O0F served as a baseline 
All cells were then charged up and left open circu!t 
The temperature was ralsed to 68°F In the terting fixture 
Two cells (one from each lot) were discharged following 4.12 and 
24 hour stand periods, and then every day, up to 21 days 
The Extended Charge Retention Test (ECRT) was conducted on 48 cells from the 
two flight cell lots. These cells had passed acceptance testing and were 
residual from battery cell matching. The cells were placed in the testing fixture 
and kept isothermal in aluminum blocks during the entire test period. 
All cells were conditioned by performing 50°F acceptance test capacity cycles until 
sufficiently conditioned. A capacity cycles is madeup of 24 hours of charge 
consisting of 9.3 amps for 10 hours followed by 4.0 amps for 14 hours (160 O h ) ,  
one hour open circuit followed by 15 amp discharge to 0.9 Vdc per cell. Cells 
were shorted down with 0.2R resistor to 0.1 Vdc/cell. 
The cells were then charged at 50°F, open circuited for four hours while the 
temperature stabilized at 6B°F, and then discharged at 15 amps for a "baseline 
capacityw measurement. 
Again, the cells were charged at 50°F, and open circuited at 68OF for varying 
lengths of time. The first pair (one from each lot) was discharged (1 5 amps) 
after 4 hours of open circuit, the second pair was discharged following 12 
hours, the third following 24 hours, then the remaining pairs were discharged 
every day up to 21 days (504 hours). 
The capacities obtained following the open circuit stands were divided by the 
respective "baseline" capacities to obtain a high fidelity percent capacity 
retained versus open circuit time plot. 
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-2 Lockheed Test Descrlptlon (cony) 
Extended Charge Retention Test (ECRT) 
The provlous sequence of teas was repeated twlce at the 
following temperatures: 
Second serlos of charge open clrcult stands: 
Charge temperature: 32°F 
Open clrcult temp. n ° F  
Thlrd series of charge open clrcult stands: 
Charge temperature: 32°F 
Open clrcult temp. 32°F 
The original testing sequence was repeated for two more temperature conditions. The 
second condition had the charge up performed at 32OF with the open circuit temperature 
held at n ° F .  The third condition also had the charge up performed at 32"F, but this 
time the open circuit temperature was held at 32OF. 
These three open circuit conditions were all considered potential scenarios which could occur 
in the shuttle payload bay while awaiting launch, and each proved invaluable for on pad 
processing scenario trades. 
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Lockheed SUMMARY RESULTS OF ECRT 
son* 
The final results of the Extended Charge Retention Tests (ECRT) performed to 
support the launch of the HST showed good correlation with temperature and 
open circuit stand time. 
The data can be used for predicting capacity retained for a launch scenario where 
trickle charge is not provided on the pad (assuming battery installation can be 
made on the pad). 
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Lockheed PREDlCTlON MODEL 
LMSC developed a capacity predlctlon model wlth the followlng 
assumptions: 
First order klnetlca with respect to hydrogen gas denslty 
Arrhenlus model behavior 
C(t) = C(t0) exp [-k(t-b)] 
The followlng rate constant (k relallonshlp wlth respect to b temperature was obtained y analysls of -If-discharge 
characterlstlca of slmllar Nickel-Hydrogen call designs: 
k = 354.9 exp (-3510 / T) 
where: 
k Is in unlts of reciprocal hours 
T Is the temperature In degree Kelvln 
In the early planning stages for the Nickel-Hydrogen batteries for the HST, a self 
discharge capacity math model was developed which would generated 
capacity as a function of temperature and time. 
Assumptions were: 
First order kinetics with respect to hydrogen gas density 
Arrhenius equation behavior 
Fitting open circuit capacity data from similar Nickel-Hydrogen cell designs, this 
relationship of the first order rate constant was arrived at. 
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Lockheed PREDICTION AT 68°F 
This is the actual capacity of the two lots of flight cells along with the Arrhenius 
prediction curve at 68°F. 
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Lockheed PREDICTION AT TIoF 
This is the actual capacity of the two lots of flight cells along with the Arrhenius prediction 
curve at 77°F. 
0 2  
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r i  (WSI 
_.-_ Lockheed BASELINE CAPACITY FADE SUMMARY
z
,(
v
o
_J
Ba_lina Capacity v= Time in Warm Discharged _ale
.o'f I: '
Time (_eurs) In Discharged 5late at 68"F/77"F
C HA,qlff 14
The baseline capacity of the cells remaining in the discharged open circuit condition
experienced a larger fade in capacity than cells stored in the charged open circuit
condition.
This graph depicts this capacity fade phenomena with discharged open circuit storage
time.
Before presenting the next graph, let me explain the construction and the data used in this
graph first.
This is a plot of the baseline capacity of the cells just prior to the last (32°F/32°F)
condition of the Extended Charge Retention Tests. The abscissa is the time a
particular pair of cells spent in the discharged open circuit condition. All cells were
discharged in the same sequence of _ open circuit time. Cells discharged
first (4 hours after charge up) spent 500 hours _ open circuit at 68°F and
then at 77°F. These cells showed the most pronounced capacity fade. Cells left
open circuit for longer times showed proportionally less capacity fade.
A very distinct fade in capacities can seen here as discharged open circuit time increases.
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"-_-_-_ Lockhe_d 32°F CAPACITY (ATP)
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This plot has the same abscissa as the previous plot representing relative lengths of
time that a particular cell pair spent _ open circuit condition, The
ordinate represents the acceptance test capacities of particular cell pair. As
stated before, all cells were acceptance tested and considered nominal
performing cells. Note the low (93 A-h) and high (107 A-h) acceptance test
capacity limits shown on this and the previous graph for relative capacity
performance criteria.
Cell capacity performance can be correlated with time in the Oischarged open circuit
state.
Following are efforts made to recover this faded capacity.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -307- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
Lockheed COLD CYCLING
Following the 32°F charge / 32 ° open circuit ECRT sequence, cycling was
performed to attempt capacity recovery of the deficient calls.
• A full 32°F capacity test cycle with 24 hr charge; 10 hrs at 9.3
imps followed by 4.0 imps for 14 hrs (160%), one hour open
circuit, 15 amp discharge to 0.9 VdcJcell, short down with 0.2 _ to
0.1 VdP-.Jcall
• A 32°F, 24 hr charge; 10 hrs at 9.3 imps followed by 4.0 imps for
14 hrs (160%)
• 20 cycles
- 15 amp discharge for 2 hours
9.3 amp charge for 4 hours (124% charge return)
A 32°F capacity test with the following results (next graph)
DEN Iq2,_
CHART tie
Another 32°F capacity cycle was performed and then the cells were recharged to full
state of charge at 32°F and placed on 6 hour, 30% DoD cycles with a 1.24
recharge ratio.
It was hypothesized that cycling to lower depths of discharge than the cell was used in
service with a high recharge ratio would restore capacity performance.
A subsequent 32°F capacity test showed that this did not occur (next graph)
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -308- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
Lockheed 32°F CAPACITY TEST (1-11-90)
_o
Capacity Tqrs( on 11 Jan gO lit "19"11:
DI[N 1r'_D_
The overall capacities were less after cycling at lower depths of discharge
followed by 1.24 recharge ratio.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -309- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
Lockheed OVERCHARGING / OPEN CIRCUIT
Following the 11 Jan 90 C,apaclty Test, the following sequence of
conditioning was performed:
Two low rate overcharge cycles:
• A 32°F charge up (9.3 amp for 10 hrs)
32°F low rate overcharge (4.0 amp for 72 hrs) (410%)
• 15ampdlschargetoO.9Vdc/cell, O.2_shortdownto
0.010 Vdc / cell
One warm charged open circuit stand:
• A 32°F charge up (9.3 amp for 10 hrs)
• 32°F low rata overcharge (4.0 amp for 14 hr=) (160%)
• 77°F charged open circuit stand for 168 hrs
• 15 amp discharge to 0.9 Vdc / cell, 0.2 _ ahorl down to
0.010 Vdc/cell
A 32°F capacity test with the following results (next graph)
DEN t/'_
C HARI' _11
Subjecting the cells to extended low rate (C/23 or 4.0 amp) overcharge for extended
periods did not improve capacity performance.
The cells were then charged up to full state of charge (32°F is a very efficient charge
temperature) and allowed to stand open circuit, in the _ state at 77°F.
A 32°F capacity test with the following results was performed (next graph)
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Lockheed 32°F CAPACITY TEST (2-05-90)
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An improvement in capacity of cells which had previously spent more time in the
£[_ open circuit condition was observed.
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Lockheed OPEN CIRCUIT / RESISTOR DRAIN
Following the 5 Feb 90 Capacity Test, the following sequence of
conditioning was performed:
; One warm charged open circuit stand:
• A 32°F charge up (9.3 amp for 10 hrs)
• 32°F low rate overcharge (4.0 amp for 14 hra) (160%)
• 77°F charged open circuit stand for 118 hrs
• 15 amp discharge to 0.9 Vdc / cell, 0.2 _ short down to 0.10 Vdc
/ cell
A 32°F capacity test
A 32°F resistor drain
• A 32°F charge up (9.3 amp for 10 hrs)
• 32°F low rate overcharge (4.0 amp for 14 hrs) (160%)
• After one hour open circuit, 1.0 _ short down to 1.0 Vdc / cell
• 0.2 _ short down to 0.10 Vdc / ceil
A 32°F capacity test with the following results (next graph)
Olin I tO.Ill
CNAJllr ;_
Again, the cells were charged up and allowed to stand charged open circuited, this
time for 118 hours instead of 168 hours.
Since there was a desire to accelerated this self discharge, allowing for recovery to
come quicker, the self discharge was "coaxed along" by adding a low rate,
constant resistance discharge. The one ohm resister gives approximately a
1.25 amp discharge, which was thought to be a "half way medium" between
the standard 15 amp discharge and the slow, _ open circuited self
discharge rate.
A 32°F capacity test with the following results was performed (next graph)
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_-_ Lockheed 32°F CAPACITY TEST (2.24-90)
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A comparison to this cell capacity profile compared to the profile of 5 Feb 90, it
appears that the results are going in the wrong direction.
Apparently the _ open circuited shelf discharging stands is what is
needed to allow capacity recovery.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -313- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
_,._ Lockheed MORE WARM CHARGED OPEN CIRCUIT
Following the 24 Feb 90 Capacity Test, the following sequence of
conditioning was performed:
One warm charged open circuit stand:
• A 32°F charge up (9.3 amp for 10 hrs)
• 32°F low rate overcharge (4.0 amp for 14 hrs) (160%)
• 77°F charged open circuit stand for 21 days
• 15 amp discharge to 0.9 Vdc / cell
• 0.2 _ short down to 0.10 Vdc / cell
A 320F capacity test
A 32°F capacity test with the following reaults (next graph)
O(IN 1,_RI_
CKaU_Ir _l
Again, the cell set was fully charged, but this time allowed to stand at room
temperature in a .£,J3.aLg.P.,_open circuit state for a full 21 days.
Two 32°F capacity tests were run, the second gave more favorable results as appear
on the following graph.
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_-._ Lockheed 32°F CAPACITY TEST (3-24-90)
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All cells are now within the specified capacity requirement band for the 32°F ATP
capacity test.
Cells which spent the most time in the discharged open circuited condition at room
temperature continue to show some disparity compared to their acceptance test
32°F capacity performance.
Based on these results, it was concluded that charged open circuit storage at warm
temperatures is the preferred storage mode for pedods up to 21 days.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -315- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
Lockheed FINAL COMMENTS
The 32°F capacity performance of all cells was restored to within the
specification requirements
A slight disparity In capacity In the ceils exists which were stored in
the discharged open circuit condition for longer perlodx.
Charged open circuit stand st warm temperature appears to restore
capacity lost due to warrn_ discharged open circuit stands for
nickel-hydrogen cells having sight hydrogen precharge.
010+ t,"Z2/M
CNJ_cr M
The 32°F capacity performance of all cells was restored to within the specification
requirements, but there still existed a slight disparity in capacity for the cells
which were in a discharged open circuit condition for the longer time spans.
It is a well known fact that battery cell performance is a strong function of prior
test/storage history, and it is difficult to say exactly which conditioning effort
made the strongest contribution to the capacity recovery however, charged
open circuit stand appears to restore capacity lost due to warm, discharged
open circuit stands of nickel-hydrogen cells having sight hydrogen precharge.
One explanation of this recovery response is that warm charged open circuit stand
allows the nickel electrode to discharge at its own rate (self-discharge)
facilitating re-incorporation of active material during subsequent low temperature
recharge.
This information is presented to the technical community to further understand the
operations of battery cell chemistry under specific operating conditions.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -316- Nickel-Hydrogen Storage / Capacity Fade Session
Nickel-Cadmium Technologies Session
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -317-
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NiCd CELL RELIABILITY IN THE MISSION ENVIRONMENT 
William K .  Denson; Reliability Analysis Center, Rome, NY 
Glenn C. Klein; Gates Aerospace Batteries, GainesvilIe, FL 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper summarizes an effort by Gates Aerospace Batteries (GAB) and the 
Reliability Analysis Center (RAC) to analyze survivability data for both General 
Electric and GAB NiCd cells utilized in various spacecraft. For simplicity sake, all 
mission environments are described as either LEO or GEO. "Extreme value 
statistical methods" are applied to this database because of the longevity of the 
numerous missions while encountering relatively few failures. Every attempt has 
been made to include all known instances of cell-induced-failures of the battery and 
to exclude battery-induced-failures of the cell. While this distinction may be 
somewhat limited due to availability of in-flight data, we have accepted the learned 
opinion of the specific customer contacts to ensure integrity of the common 
databases. 
This paper advances the preliminary analysis reported upon at the 1991 NASA 
Battery Workshop. That prior analysis was concerned with an estimated 278 
million cell-hours of operation encompassing 183 satellites. That paper also cited 
"no reported failures to date" [see Reference I]. This analysis reports on 428 million 
cell hours of operation encompassing 212 satellites. This analysis also reports on 
seven "cell-induced-failures." 
MISSION ENVIRONMENT 
Several assumptions have been made concerning both the mission 
environment and the overall population of cells by which the numbers of cell- 
hours or cell-cycles are estimated. First for simplicity sake, all mission 
environments are described as either LEO (predominantly rapid and repetitive 
cycling) or GEO (predominantly long periods of overcharge followed by brief duty 
cycles). Generally Polar Orbits are incorporated into the LEO analysis, and Highly 
Elliptical orbits are incorporated into the GEO analysis. LEO is considered to 
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experience sixteen cycles per day. Second, the analysis assumes twenty-two cells per 
battery and two batteries per satellite. 
The third area of assumption becomes more an area of definition and 
discrimination. Defining the words failure, termination, and deterioration can lead 
to both endless discussion and endless dissension. For purposes of this analysis, 
failures is defined as: outright failure or termination of a cell and/or a battery. 
Deterioration is defined as: expected performance had deteriorated or degraded to 
the point that the original mission intention has been significantly limited or 
compromised either by manifestation of immediate performance deterioration or 
the limiting of expected life. Discriminating between cell-induced battery failures 
and battery-induced cell failures encounters the same discussion and dissension. 
Both definition and discrimination are hampered by different levels of telemetry 
sophistication for receiving in-flight performance data. This analysis unilaterally 
accepts both definition and discrimination as proffered by the responsible technical 
personnel. 
It should also be noted that the analysis is being performed at the complete 
satellite battery level and not the individual cell level, since this is the level for 
which the data was collected. 
MISSION PERFORMANCE 
Table 1 contains the detail and arithmetical summary of the 212 satellites 
reported in this analysis. Details include cell capacity rating, mission environment, 
launch date and years of operation. Neither customer, program or reason for 
satellite termination is identified in this listing. Note that four specific indicators of 
operational life were used since this information was extracted from several sources. 
They are final or total years of operation, data as of December 1987, data as of January 
1991, and data as of April 1992. Total LEI Mission Years reported are 331.7 years; total 
GEO Mission Years reported are 777.9 years. Note that specific failure data is not 
included in Table I .  
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MISSION SUMMARY 
The last page of Table 1 provides the total Mission Summary, the LEO Mission 
Summary, and the GEO Mission Summary. For 212 spacecraft analyzed, 1109.5 Total 
Mission Years have accumulated. This equivalent 428 million cell-hours is 
considerably greater than the 278 million cell-hours reported on last year [Reference 
I]. In addition, the previous report did not differentiate between the various 
mission environments. 
For the LEO Mission Environment, 74 spacecraft or satellites were analyzed. 
Accumulated are 332 Total Mission Years or 85 million Total Cell-Cycles. For the 
GEO Mission Environment, 138 spacecraft or satellites were analyzed. Accumulated 
are 778 Total Mission Years or 300 million Total Cell-Hours. 
As previously stated, cell-induced failures are not cited or summarized in Table 
1. Neither will these failures be tabulated separately due to their sensitive nature. 
In brief summary, one "long term" GEO has occurred, and six LEO failures have 
occurred ranging from approximately four thousand to thirty-two thousand cycles. 
Again note that a cell-induced performance failure does not necessarily imply a 
mission termination. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RELIABILITY DATA 
A simple method of analyzing reliability data is to determine a failure rate by 
dividing the number of observed failures by the number of operating hours or 
cycles. The use of a failure rate inherently assumes that the rate of failures are 
occurring in a time independent random manner. 
Since it is known that batteries typically exhibit wearout characteristics, or an 
increasing failure rate in time, a failure rate is too simplistic of a metric describing 
the reliability of the battery. 
Weibull analysis is often used to quantify, from empirical time (or cycle) to 
failures data, the rate of occurrence of failure as a function of time. A complete 
Weibull analysis usually consists of plotting the cumulative percentage of failures 
against time on Weibull probability paper when a large percentage of the population 
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has failed. This methodology, however, looses its usefulness when the population 
contains few or no failures. Since there have been a relatively small percentage of 
the population failing, alternative analysis methods were required. 
The appropriate analysis methodology under these circumstances is the use of 
confidence limits in conjunction with the Weibull distribution. Nelson [Reference 
21 has proposed such a methodology which will be used in this analysis. 
Background on the Weibull distribution and Nelson's methodology is given in the 
following paragraphs. 
The probability density function f(t) of the Weibull time to failure distribution 
is; 
where 
a = characteristic life, time to 63% population failure 
p = Weibull shape parameter 
t = time 
The reliability (probability of survival to a time t) is; 
And the hazard rate h(t) (or instantaneous failure rate), given the part has 
survived until time t is; 
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To estimate the value of the characteristic life in the Weibull distribution, the 
following maximum likelihood estimator is typically used; 
where 
Ti = Time to fail of the ith part or survival time of the ith part if it has not 
failed 
r = Number of failures 
n = Total population of parts 
Since the database contains few failures, the characteristic life implied by this 
estimate is suspect. As stated previously, the appropriate analysis methodology to 
use under these conditions is to apply confidence limits to derive worst case 
reliability values. From this, lower bound estimates of lifetimes can be made within 
a given confidence level. To accomplish this, the Chi-square distribution can be 
utilized. The lower confidence limit for the Weibull distribution is: 
where 
X2 = the chi-square percentile at C% confidence and r failures 
This value of characteristic life was then calculated for various values of betas 
and various confidence levels for both LEO and GEO. Table 1 summarizes the data 
used. The sum of the individual survival times raised to the power beta, as a 
function of beta, are as follows: 
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The values of the Chi-square percentiles are given as follows: 
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C Confidence Level 
.25 
.50 
.75 
.90 
.95 
.975 
.990 
.995 
.999 
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Chi-square Percentile 
LEO (6 failures) 
14 Degrees of Freedom 
10.17 
13.34 
17.12 
21.06 
23.68 
26.12 
29.14 
31.32 
36.12 
GEO (1 failures) 
4 Degrees of Freedom 
1.923 
3.357 
5.385 
7.779 
9.488 
11.14 
13.68 
14.86 
18.47 
The resulting lower limit characteristic life estimates as a function of confidence 
(C) and beta value are summarized in the following table for both LEO and GEO 
applications. 
As an example, if a beta value of 4 is assumed, one can be 90% confident that the 
characteristic life for LEO applications is a minimum of 15.6 years. 
If it is desired to calculate the time (t) to the P percentile failure of the 
population, the following can be used; 
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If the characteristic life is the lower confidence limit as tabulated previously, the 
time to P percent failure will also be the lower confidence limit. For example, using 
the characteristic life of 15.6 years for beta = 4 and 90% confidence, the worst case 
time (at 90% confidence) to reach 1% failure is; 
I 
- 
t = 15.6 [-ln (1 - A)] = 4.94 years 
In this example, there is 90% confidence that the time to 1% failure will be 
greater than 4.94 years. 
DISCUSSION ON L O N G E W  OF LEO MISSIONS 
Let us assume that five years in LEO environment (29,200 cycles) is a typical 
mission life time requirement. Then several superlatives can be shown. First, 24 of 
the 74 LEO missions analyzed were operated beyond that benchmark including one 
mission for 22 years. Second, testing of a four-cell pack of 26.5 Amp-Hour cells has 
recently achieved 11.7 years (68,110 cycles) in a LEO test regime. This cell pack (Pack 
No. 0026G) is currently under test at Crane-NSWC at 10°C and 20% DOD. 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This database contains substantial updating and upgrading from our previous 
report. The previous report cited 183 satellites operating for 278 million cell-hours 
and "no reported failures." This report contains 212 satellites operating for 428 
million cell-hours and seven reported failures. We continue to use the extreme 
value statistical methods of Wayne Nelson as the most viable analysis technique 
due to relatively few failures. 
Predictions of the Characteristic Life and times to percentile failures based upon 
assumed p values has shown a small decrease in the "predicted life" due to the 
observance of failures. However, these estimates appear more realistic because any 
failure improves the estimation of Confidence Intervals; and because the total base 
of survivability increased 54%. 
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TABLE 1:GAB NiCd PERFORMANCE IN M!SSIOIU ENVIRONMENT 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 ( ) FINAL as of 12/87 
unmarked as of 4/92 "as of 1/91 
RATING MISSION LAUNCH YEARS OF LEO G EO 
A-H DATES OPERATION YEARS YEARS 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LE@ 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
GEO 
G EO 
G € 0  
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
LEO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
GEO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
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TABLE 1 :Cont'd. 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 ( ) FINAL as of 12/87 
unmarked as of 4/92 "as of 1/91 
RATING MISSION LAUNCH YEARS OF LEO G EO 
A-H DATES OPERATION YEARS YEARS 
2 LEO 76/03 (4.01 4.0 
2 LEO 76/03 (1 -01 1 .O 
10 G EO 76/03 (3.0) 3.0 
6 LEO 76/04 (3.01 3.0 
24 GEO 76/05 18.51 8.5 
7 G EO 76/07 i9.1 I 9.1 
24 GEO 76/07 9.1 9.1 
7 G EO 77/03 8.4' 8.4 
24 G EO 77/05 8.2' 8.2 
6 GEO 77/06 (7) 7.0 
6 LEO 77/08 1131 
6 LEO 7711 2 (3.0) 
6 G EO 78/01 7.7' 7.7 
2 4 GEO 78/01 7.6' 7.6 
15 G EO 78/02 (0.6) 0.6 
24 G EO 78/02 14.2 14.2 
6 LEO 78/03 (5.51 
24 G EO 78/03 7.4' 7.4 
4 G EO 78/04 (3.8) 3.8 
7 G EO 78/05 7.2" 7.2 
15 G EO 78/05 L6.01 6.0 
24 G EO 78/06 17.21 7.2 
7 G EO 78/08 (0.3) 0.3 
6 LEO 7811 0 12.2" 12.2 
15 G EO 7811 0 11.2" 11.2 
15 G EO 7811 1 12.2" 12.2 
15 G € 0  7811 2 12.81 2.8 
17 GEO 7811 2 6.7' 6.7 
7 GEO 79/08 6.0' 6.0 
15 G EO 79/09 10.5 10.5 
6 LEO 7911 0 [I 01 
15 G EO 80102 (4.41 4.4 
24 LEO 80102 19.81 
15 G EO 80104 9.7" 9.7 
6 LEO 80105 (1.01 
6 G EO 80109 (2.8) 2.8 
2 2 G EO 8011 1 4.8' 4.8 
3 5 G EO 8011 2 11.3 11.3 
24 GEO 81 I02 (4.5) 4.5 
6 G EO 81 105 (3.6) 3.6 
12 GEO 81 105 8.6" 8.6 
3 5 G EO 81/05 10.9 10.9 
6 LEO 81 107 1 1  .O 
5 GEO 81 108 4.0' 4.0 
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TABLE 1 :Contld. 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 
RATING MISSION 
A-H 
22 G EO 
17 G EO 
35 GEO 
17 G EO 
17 G EO 
2 4 LEO 
3 5 G EO 
12 G EO 
17 G EO 
50 LEO 
17 GEO 
35 G EO 
24 G € 0  
3 5 G EO 
17 G EO 
2 2 GEO 
15 G EO 
15 G EO 
30 LEO 
6 GEO 
3 0 LEO 
12 LEO 
17 G EO 
24 G € 0  
24 G EO 
6 LEO 
2 1 GEO 
12 G € 0  
12 G EO 
40 GEO 
24 G EO 
4 G EO 
6 LEO 
50 LEO 
12 LEO 
15 G EO 
4 LEO 
5 G EO 
2 1 G EO 
2 5 GEO 
15 GEO 
12 G EO 
17 GEO 
50 LEO 
LAUNCH 
DATES 
81 109 
8111 1 
81/12 
82/0 1 
82/02 
82/02 
82/03 
82/04 
82/06 
82/07 
82/08 
82/09 
8211 0 
8211 0 
8211 1 
8211 1 
83/02 
83/02 
83/03 
83/04 
83/05 
83/06 
83/06 
83/06 
83/06 
83/07 
83/07 
83/08 
83/08 
83/08 
83/09 
84/01 
84/02 
84/03 
84/04 
84/06 
84/08 
84/08 
84/08 
84/08 
84/09 
8411 0 
8411 0 
8411 0 
( ) FINAL 
unmarked as of 4/92 
YEARS OF 
OPERATION 
4.1' 
4 .o ' 
10.4 
3.85 ' 
10.2 
0.8 
10.1 
(.8) 
9.9 
8.5" 
9.7 
9.6 
9.5 
9.5 
2.8' 
9.4 
9.2 
2.5' 
9.1 
7.8 l 
1 .o 
4.2 
2.2' 
8.8 
8.8 
9.0 
2.1' 
8.6 
4.0" 
8.5 
8.5 
(1.6) 
8.5 
6.8" 
5.5 
7.8 
3.0" 
1 .oe 
1 .O' 
7.7 
7.6 
5.0 
2.6' 
6.2' 
LEO 
YEARS 
' as of 12/87 
"as of 1/91 
G EO 
YEARS 
4.1 
4.0 
10.4 
3.9 
10.2 
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TABLE 1 :Cont'd. 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 ( ) FINAL as of 12/87 
unmarked as of 4/92 "as of 1/91 
RATING 
A-H 
15 
17 
25 
24 
3 5 
24 
2 5 
2 1 
2 1 
3 5 
5 0 
12 
2 5 
2 7 
15 
3 5 
4 
24 
6 
30 
12 
3 5 
6 
3 0 
50 
12 
12 
27 
40 
35 
6 
30 
12 
12 
12 
2 4 
12 
12 
30 
40 
35 
3 5 
40 
30 
MISSION 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
GEO 
G EO 
GEO 
GEO 
G EO 
G EO 
LEO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
GEO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
G EO 
LEO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
LEO 
GEO 
GEO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
LAUNCH YEARS OF 
DATES OPERATION 
8411 1 .8' 
LEO GEO 
YEARS YEARS 
0.8 
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TABLE 1 :Contld. 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 
RATING 
A-H 
35 
MISSION 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
GEO 
G EO 
G EO 
LEO 
LEO 
G EO 
G EO 
LEO 
GEO 
GEO 
G EO 
GEO 
GEO 
G EO 
G EO 
GEO 
GEO 
LEO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
GEO 
G EO 
GEO 
LEO 
GEO 
LEO 
LAUNCH 
DATES 
89106 
89106 
89106 
89108 
89108 
89109 
89109 
8911 0 
8911 1 
8911 2 
8911 2 
90101 
90102 
90102 
90103 
90106 
90107 
90107 
90108 
90108 
90/08 
90108 
9011 0 
9011 0 
9011 1 
9011 1 
9011 2 
91 101 
9 1 103 
9 1 104 
91 105 
9 1 107 
91 108 
91 108 
91 109 
9111 1 
91111 
TOTAL LEO MISSION YEARS 
TOTAL GEO MISSION YEARS 
( ) FINAL as of 12/87 
unmarked as of 4/92 **as of 1/91 
YEARS OF 
OPERATION 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.6 
2.6 
2.5 
2.5 
2.4 
2.4 
2.3 
2.3 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 
1.8 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1 .o 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
0.6 
0.3 
0.3 
LEO G EO 
YEARS YEARS 
2.8 
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TABLE 1 :Contld. 
STATUS AS OF JULY, 1992 
MISSION SUMMARY: 
TOTAL MISSION YEARS 
TOTAL MlSSlON DAYS 
TOTAL MISSION HOURS 
TOTAL BAlTERY HOURS 
TOTAL CELL HOURS 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT ANALYZED 
LEO MISSION SUMMARY: 
TOTAL MISSION YEARS 
TOTAL MISSION DAYS 
TOTAL MISSION CYCLES 
TOTAL BATTERY CYCLES 
TOTAL CELL CYCLES 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT ANALYZED 
GEO MISSION SUMMARY: 
TOTAL MISSION YEARS 
TOTAL MISSION DAYS 
TOTAL MISSION HOURS 
TOTAL BATTERY HOURS 
TOTAL CELL HOURS 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT ANALYZED 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battety WonGrhop 
1 109.5 
0.40 Million 
9.72 Million 
19.44 Million 
427.65 Million 
21 2 
331.7 
0.12 Million 
1 .94 Million 
3.87 Million 
85.22 Million 
7 4 
777.9 
0.28 Million 
6.81 Million 
1 3.63 Million 
299.81 Million 
138 
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This reporting format and analysis technique were the pathfinder for similar 
databases anticipated for the NiH2 and NiMH Product Lines. We find this format to 
be sufficiently stable and mature to apply to those product lines. Our expectations 
are to update on a bi-annual basis and report on the database every four to five years. 
REFERENCES 
[I] Denson, William K. and Klein, Glenn C., "Analysis of Nickel-Cadmium Battery 
Reliability Data Containing Zero Failures," Proceedings of the 1991 NASA 
Battery Workshop. 
[2] Nelson, W., "Weibull Analysis of Reliability Data With Few or No Failures," 
Journal of Quality Technology, Vol. 17, No. 3, July 1985. 
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CYCLE LIFE STATUS OF SAFT
NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS
Jacques GOUALARD
SAFT - SPACE DEPT. ROMAINVILLE . France
The SAFT prismatic VOS Ni-Cd cells have been flown in geosynchronous orbit since 1977
and in low earth orbit since 1983. In parallel cycling tests are performed by several
space agencies in order to determine the cycle life in a wide range of temperature
and depth of discharge.
In Low Earth Orbit the ELAN Program is conducted on 24 Ah and 40 Ah cells by CNES and
ESA at the European Battery Test Center at temperatures ranging from O°C to 27°C and
DOD from 10 to 40 %, data are presented up to 37000 cycles, one pack (X-80) at IO°C
23% DOD has acheived 49000 cycles.
Results of destructive physical analysis of cells cycled at 27°C and 8 ° C show that
the first cause of failure is the tickness increase of the positive electrode leading
to the drying up of the separator. At the negative electrode the overcharge
protection is consumed, Hydrogen content in the cell is increased but the negative
electrode is not the cause of failure.
In the frame of the qualification program conducted at NSWC-CRANE :
NASA Tests : 3 packs of 20 and 24 Ah have completed 18 400 cycles at 40% DOD
AIR FORCE Tests : 2 packs 24 and 40 Ah have completed 14000 cycles at 40% DOD.
In qeosynchronous orbit simulation a high DOD test is conducted by ESA on 3 batteries
at IO°C a 70%, 90% and 100% DOD, 31 eclipses seasons have been completed and no sign
of degradation is noticed.
The AIR FORCE test at CRANE on 24 Ah and 40 Ah cells at 80% DOD 20°C has acheived 19
shadow periods.
Life time expectancy is discussed, the VOS cell technology could be used for :
in geosynchronous conditions
15 years at 10-15°C 80% DOD
in low earth orbit
I0 years at 5-15°C 25-30 % DOD.
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -455- Nickel-Cadmium Tech,zologies Session
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Reliability Study of the NiH2 Strain Ga,qe
Glenn C. K/ein, Gates Aerospace Batteries; Gainesvi//e, FL
Donald E. Rash, Jr., Re/iabifity Analysis Center; Rome, NY
INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes a joint study by Gates Aerospace Batteries [GAB] and the Reliability
Analysis Center [RAC]. This study characterizes the reliability and robustness of the temperature
compensated strain gages currently specified for sensing of internal pressure of NiH2 cells.
These strain gages are charactedzed as fully encapsulated, metallic foil grids with known
resistance that varies with deformation. The measurable deformation, when typically installed on
the hemispherical portion of a NiH2 cell, is proportional to the matedal stresses as generated by
internal cell pressures. The internal pressure thus sensed is calibrated to indicate the state-ofo
charge for the cell. This study analyzes and assesses both robustness and reliability: for the
basic design of the strain gage, the installation of the strain gage, and the circuitry involved.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STRAIN GAGE
GAB Part Number 3B84010 defines Micro Measurements' Strain Gage Part Number
WK-06-250PD-350. The previous similar part number was 211B2495AB-1. This gage is
characterized as (Reference I.A): dual-element pattern that is fully encapsulated K alloy,
equipped with integral, high-endurance beryllium-copper leadwires. The Carder Matrix [backing]
is a high-temperature epoxy-phenolic resin system reinforced with glass fibers. WK-Series
gages have the widest temperature range and most extensive environmental capability of any
general-purpose strain gage of the self-temperature-compensated type.
Gage length is 0.250 inches, width is 0.240 inches for the grid pair, and resistance is 350 ohms
+0.4%. Operating Range is nominally -269°C to +400°C for Special or Extended Service, and
-269°C to +290°C for Normal Service. Backing and adhesive life is projected as 5X105 hours
[57 years] at typical Low Earth Orbit [LEO] and Geosynchronous Earth Orbit [GEO] mission
environments. Allowable Strain Limit is 1.5%.
GAB Engineering Specification A15B-815 defines Micro Measurements' M-Bond AE-15 Strain
Gage Installation Kit. The previous similar part number was 283A6484AE-9. This is
characterized as a (Reference 1.B): two-component, 100%-solids epoxy resin system that is
recommended for more critical applications. This system is highly resistant to moisture and most
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chemicals. Typical Elongation Capability is quoted as 10% to 15% at +24°C. A typical set of
strain gages as installed is shown in Figure 1.
PURPOSE OF THE STRAIN GAGE
The two strain gage pairs form a typical four-component Whetstone Bddge that is very sensitive
to minuscule changes in resistance by forming a null-balance system with two active gages
[hard mounted] and two passive gages [soft mounted] for temperature-compensation. Excitation
Voltage is generally 6.4+0.005 volts. This excitation voltage is equivalent to 1.6 KW/M 2, and is
at the lower side of the optimum range.
The output of the strain gage shows as a resistance change as a function of applied strain level.
The strain is directly related to the parent material surface strain, except for the shear -lag of the
bonding adhesive. The parent material [i.e., pressure vessel dome] surface stress is a
proportional, but indirect, measure of the internal pressure. The internal pressure, created by
hydrogen gas, is proportional to the state-of-charge.
Typical expectations for the time dependent GEO mission environment includes: stability and
repeatability errors less than 1% over 2000 cycles; and, life expectancy of 15 to 16 years.
Different typical expectations for the cycle dependent LEO mission environment includes:
repeatability errors less than 1% over life; bridge output voltage drift less than 0.5% per year;,
and, a life expectancy of approaching forty thousand cycles.
FAILURE MODES, FAILURE CAUSES, and FAILURE EFFECTS
Understanding and defining how a specific failure mechanism produces a discrete failure mode
that may effect system operation is important for determining the proper inter-relationship among
the events. A proper understanding of this sequence or chain of events is paramount to
establishing appropriate corrective actions to prevent recurrence.
In addition, the orientation of the analysis, that is whether to concentrate on system response
symptoms or on specific signatures generated by active components, determines both the
success of the analysis and the effectiveness of remedial actions. Failure Mode: what aspect,
condition, or position is of concern; in what manner does the failure manifest itself. Failure
Cause [or Failure Mechanism]: what particular component or part prompts the failure mode to
occur and what likelihood of occurrence exists. Failure Effects: what are the effects of the failure,
if any, at the interface, on the system, or on the overall mission performance?
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ANALYSIS of FAILURE MODES
Other than a substantial accumulation of fatigue characteristics within Tech Note TN-508-1
(Reference 1.C) to be discussed later, the manufacture has not performed any reliability
analyses or assessments. MIL-HDBK-217E does not directly address strain gages for the
purpose of reliability prediction. Accordingly, a reliability study was performed by RAC
(Reference 2) for a specific contractual obligation. The study included a detailed Failure Modes
Effects Analysis [FMEA]; a Worst Case Analysis [WCA]; and, a Circuit Stress Analysis [CSA].
Failure Modes Effects Analysis
Generally, the FMEA contains the largest single source of information on discrete failure events.
The FMEA involves the listing of potential failure modes, their causes, and the effects upon the
components, subsystems, and subsequent systems. The FMEA is a "bottoms-up" analysis of the
product design characteristics relative to the planned fabrication, test, and inspection process.
This analysis ensures that the resultant product meets the intended need, expectation, and
performance goals. When potential failure modes are identified, corrective action can be
initiated to eliminate them or continually reduce their risk [or potential occurrence].
This present FMEA encompasses the design, fabrication, and use of the strain gage installation
as applied to the GAB NiH2 cell. This analysis covers the use of the strain gage within specific
conditions of environment and use of the host cell as it transits throughout test, integration, and
the launch and mission environments. The incorporated Failure Modes Effects Analysis of the
strain gage contains substantially more detail than a typical FMEA. The following headings are
contained within this analysis [Table 1]:
FME.A No.
Item Name
Part Number
Quantity of Parts
Part Function
Failure Mode
Failure Causes
Failure Cause
Failure Detection and Verification
Corrective Action -Short Term
Corrective Action -Long Term
Failure Effect on the Mission
Failure Effect on the System
Failure Effect at the Interface
A more typical FMEA for a NiH2 cell in similar isolated analysis details only two generic failure
modes for the strain gage. Those failure modes are cited as: [1] Loss of signal; and,
[2] Inaccurate signal. The present FMEA treats the strain gage and installation in isolation upon
the cell. As such, the analysis provides details concerning every component, sub-component,
and material used during installation of the strain gage on the cell assembly.
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Circuit Stress Analysis
The strain gage and installation do not contain the discrete electrical or electronic piece parts
that may be subjected to the typical stress derating and application review. Thus, the CSA
portion of the RAC study [Reference 2] analyzed installation and application stresses. These
stresses were used to predict the base failure rate for the strain gage installation.
The analysis predicted the base failure rate for the strain gage by two different methods. A
thermistor model, utilizing handbook principles, predicted a failure rate of 0.13 failures per
million hours. RAC databases indicate a failure rate of 0.128 per million hours for a pair of
NiChrome resistors. The handbook failure model for the forty-four hand soldered connections in
the strain gage subsystem predicted 0.1144 failures per million hours. The total failure rate for
the strain gage installation was predicted at 0.2444 failures per million hours.
Worst Case Analysis
The WCA is used to predict the change in performance parameters if all constituent parts were
to operate at their extreme stress value, or at the extreme of design tolerance. The addition of
the resultant worst case values will provide an end-of-mission performance extreme.
Subsequently, insight is gained then as to which extreme values may be modified to reduce
inherent dsk.
Thus the WCA portion of the RAC study (Reference 2) analyzed environmental profiles and
strain gage attributes to predict resistance changes over the mission life. The analysis showed
that the 29.3mW that must be dissipated is only 17% of its maximum allowable for high accuracy
and only 2% when mounted on the cell as a heat sink. The analysis further predicted a variation
in output readings of 1.04% at 5°F at the end of a potential 16.5 year GEO mission.
ANALYSIS of FATIGUE
Expectations for the time dependent GEO mission environment typically includes 2000 cycles
over a life expectancy of 15 to 16 years. Expectations for the cycle dependent LEO mission
environment includes 30 to 40 thousand cycles approaching a life expectancy of 5 years. The
cycle dependency of the LEO mission environment is one area not previously analyzed for the
strain gage installation. Thus, the increased cycle requirement for LEO versus GEO mission
environments raises the specter of fatigue. Henceforth, our discussion is centered about two
specific areas: [1] Fatigue Analysis of the strain gage proper; and [2] Fatigue Analysis of the
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strain gage installation. "Strain gage installation" may be more correctly referred to as the strain
gage mount and periphery installations including the circuitry.
Analysis of Strain Gage Proper
GAB has adopted and applied the manufacturer's recommendations as stated in Tech Note
TN 505 (Reference I.D) for both the strain gage and the installation. In addition, the
manufacture has performed substantial testing of strain gages to determine their fatigue
characteristics. The following information is paraphrased from their Tech-Note [Reference 1. C].
The metal foils used in strain gages are prone, as are all metals, to fatigue damage when
cyclically strained at sufficiently high amplitude. In general, larger grid areas result in higher
fatigue life, while higher resistance result in lower fatigue life. Micro Measurements monitors
three parameters on strain gages during fatigue testing: "super-sensitivity," gage factor change,
and zero-shift. Super-sensitivity results from cracks that are just forming, and that are open only
during the tension portion of the loading cycle. Super-sensitivity can only be detected and
monitored by using an oscilloscope. Fatigue cracks can also cause increases in the tension
gage factor; however, they are easily detected since the compression value will be much lower.
For purely dynamic strain measurements, zero-shift is relatively incidental, and strain gages can
be considered functionally adequate until fatigue damage has progressed almost to the stage of
super-sensitivity. Generally, Nominal Fatigue Life is based upon a zero-shift of 1001_E.
Figure 2 illustrates those fatigue stress test results. Numerically, Micro Measurements cites a
Fatigue Life of 106 cycles for a Strain Level of +_400_._, and 107 cycles for a Strain Level of
:_.2.2001_.. This fatigue life data is based on fully reversed strain levels. As a generalized
approximation, this data can be used for unidirectional strains, or vadous mean-strains by taking
the indicated peak amplitude and derating by 10 percent. As an example, +1500p.s would be
approximately equivalent in gage fatigue damage to strain levels of +2700 to 0_._.,or
0 to -2700U_, or +2500/-200_. However, a mean-strain that increases in a tensile direction
during cycling will lead to a much earlier failure.
A typical GAB design destined for a LEO mission environment yielded the following
characteristics. Internal cell pressure varies according to MCP[1-DOD], where MCP is the
maximum cell pressure and DOD is the depth-of-discharge. For a typical LEO mission:
MCP = 950 PSIG @ BOL [beginning of life];
MCP = 1000 PSIG @ EOL [end of life]; and,
DOD = 30% for a nominal 89 A-H.
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The Worst Case pressure varies between 700 to 1000 PSIG [850+150 PSIG]. Therefore, for a
minimum thickness of 0.019 inches the strain varies from 1595 to 2277_ [or, 1936:1:341_E].
Thus, 5X104 cycles at 1595 to 2277p._ appear well below the manufacturer's point of concern.
Analysis
Appendix
Maximum
Notes and
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
of Strain Gage Mount and Periphery Installations
A of Tech-Note TN-508-1 provides numerous installation recommendations for
Strain Gage Fatigue Life. This appendix refers to an additional series of both Tech
Tech Tips for hands-on installation techniques and tips. These tips and hints include:
Avoiding excess adhesive films;
Soft solders with low melt points;
Using auxiliary bondable terminals;
Leadwire attachment techniques; and,
Use of overcoatings.
GAB has adapted all the installation techniques into their current MCD's. The installation
process is controlled and basic instruction techniques were provided by Micro Measurements.
The soldering process is certified to NHBB 5300.513A-1].
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The expanded Failure Modes & Effects Analysis, the Circuit Stress Analysis, and the Worst
Case Analysis each show the design, fabrication and installation of the strain gage to be
conservative in view of the manufacture's available equipment list and installation
recommendations.
2. The Root Cause of numerous Failure Modes identified within the FMEA could be traced to
potential fatigue damage. The Fatigue Analysis of the strain gage shows the gage usage and
environment to be well below even the manufacturer's points of minimum concern. Significant
test data exists for the prediction of fatigue life of the strain gage. However, this gage
installation and periphery, while following all possible recommendations, have not been tested
for fatigue life.
3. The end result of this analysis is the recommendation for two life test regimes for the strain
gage and installation. A LEO test of 2000 cycles at Room Temperature has already been
scheduled for completion by year end. A GEO test is being devised with expected completion
by Mid-1993. Success and failure cdteda are being determined, and test results will be reported
in a later paper.
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High Specific Energy, High Capacity. Nickel-Hydrogen Cell Design
James R. Wheeler N 9
Eagle Picher Industries, Joplin MO
205
Abstract
A 3.5 inch rabbit-ear-terminal nickel-hydrogen cell
has been designed and tested to deliver high capacity
at a C/1.5 discharge rate. Its specific energy yield of
60.6 wh/kg is believed to be the highest yet achieved
in a slurry-process nickel-hydrogen cell, and its 10°C
capacity of 113.9 AH the highest capacity yet made at
a discharge rate this high in the 3.5 inch diameter size.
The cell also demonstrated a pulse capability of 180
amps for 20 seconds. Specific cell parameters, per-
formance and future test plans are described.
Cell Description
A program was desired to maximize power and
specific energy for 3.5 inch diameter nickel-hydrogen
cells while still retaining the long-cycle life and
ruggedness of the positive slurry electrode. Eagle-
Picher designed the cells as part of a joint project with
a major aerospace company. We have now com-
pleted and tested a 100 ampere-hour cell design in
two separator versions. One version has a single layer
of asbestos separator for each positive electrode, and
one has a single Zircar separator, but they are other-
wise identical and were made from the same lots of
electrodes and other components. Four Zircar cells
and three asbestos cells were built and activated with
a standard solution of KOH.
A photograph of a
sample cell (both ver-
sions are externally
the same) and a table
of weight and dimen-
sions are provided by
Figure 1 and Table 1.
All of the cells were
equipped with strain
gage pressure moni-
tors.
rdgur_ 
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CELL
DESCRIPTION
Weight
(grams)*
Cell Length (in)
Dome to Dome
Cell Length (in)
Overall
TYPE SEPARATOR
Single
Zircar
2279
10.97
11.56
Single
Asbestos
2236
10.97
i
11.56
* strain gage weight subtracted (17g)
"rable 1
The internal cell design is a dual suck with a back-to-
back electrode configuration and continuous leads to
rabbit-ear terminals. The rabbit-ear terminal is a
feature which permits a shorter battery height and
therefore a shorter thermal path when the cells are
vertically mounted. Thus, the high specific energy
can be further improved at the battery level by reduc-
ing the length of the cell sleeve mountings and cell
inter-connections. If the cells are mounted parallel to
a baseplate, the rabbit-ear terminals help there as well
because the cells can be routed to minimize the
length of the interconnects.
The positive electrodes are only slightly thicker and
more porous than Eagle-Picher's standard high-bend-
strength slurry plaque, but are still approximately
double the bend-strength of dry sinter. A catalyzed
wall wick is incorporated for improved thermal op-
eration and gas management, making the cell suitable
for either LEO or GEO applications. The electrolyte
levels for the two versions are about the same, with
the single Zircar version holding, on average, only
1% more per cell than the single asbestos version.
The pressure vessel is Incone1718. MEOP translates
to a minimum burst safety factor of 2.5. The actual
maximum pressure reached by the highest Zircar
version cell under conditions of severe overcharge
was 3% greater than the value for the asbestos.
Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
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Cell Testing
The cells were tested to the customer's performance
specification. Performance data are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3.
, i
CAPACITIES TO
1.0V (AH)
AT 68 AMPS
30°C
200C
10°C
0oc
-10°C
SEPARATOR TYPE
Zircar
81.3
99.1
113.9
117.6
115.6
Table 2
Asbestos
82.9
99.7
111.3
113.1
108.2
Standard capacity charges were 9 amps for 16 hours.
The discharge rate used was C/1.5, or 68 amps.
Average discharge voltage performance for each type
of cell is shown by the curves in Figure 2. Mid-
discharge values (45 minutes) are comparable to
those achieved in shorter 3.5 inch cells, indicating a
good cross-section of internal bussing. The voltage
advantage of Zircar over asbestos is apparent, and is
essentially the same for the single Zircar configura-
tion as would be expected from a double Zircar
design.
IOOAH Cells
I0°C Discharge Voltage
Ro_e: 68A with 780,4 20 sec. pulse
,3 .......... _ .... _ - - sio9,oA,be,,o,__
' I- s;og,oZ;_co_ /
1.2
g,
8
1.1
<[
1
0 15 .30 45 60 75 gO 105
Minutes
Testing (See Figure 2) also included a 180 amp pulse
test. The test was nominally a 10°C capacity test (16
hour, 9 amp charge), with the pulse conducted 15
minutes after start of the discharge. Pulse duration
was 20 seconds. Minimum terminal voltages reached
at the end of the pulse were 1.17 V for the Zircar
version cells, and 1.13 V for the asbestos cells.
The Zircar version achieved 60.1 watt-hours per
kilogram at 10°C to 1.0 V at a discharge rate ofC/1.5
(68 amps). (Watt-hour values were measured by the
automated data collection software, not calculated on
mid-point voltages.) In the same test the asbestos
version achieved 59.0 watt-hours per kilogram. (Of
course capacities would have been somewhat greater
and discharge voltage higher at a more-normal C/2
rate.)
PERFORMANCE
DATA
180 Amp Pulse,
Minimum Voltages
WH/Kg
WHIKg*
TYPE SEPARATOR
Zircar
1.173
60.1
60.6
Asbestos
1.130
59.0
59.4
* Strain gage weight subtracted
If the strain gages had not been installed, the values
would be 60.6 wh/kg and 59.4 wh/kg respectively.
These are believed to be the highest energy densities
yet achieved at the cell level for nickel-hydrogen cells
with slurry-process positive electrodes.
The evolution of size and power of slurry-type cells
at Eagle-Picher is shown in Figure 3. This progres-
sion has been chronological, from small to large, over
the last 10 years.
Capacity retention was measured by charging the
cells for 16 hours at 9.0 amps and 10°C, and, after an
open circuit stand of 72 hours, discharging at 68 amps
to 1.0 V. The percentages of capacity retained, when
compared to the standard 10°C test, were 84.6% for
Zircar, and 85.8% for asbestos.
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SPECIFIC ENERGY OF EP CELLS
WITH SLURRY SINTER POSITIVE PLATES
65
6O
55 "_
i
5 o -_---
45
40
AM PERE-HOURS (PRESSURE)
Figure 3
Conclusions
By using single-layer separator and slightly thicker,
more-porous positive electrodes, specific energies of
3.5 inch nickel-hydrogen cells can exceed 60 Watt-
hours per kilogram and provide good, all-around
performance, even at discharge rates of C/1.5. At
lower current densities, performance would of course
be even better.
Also, it is shown that the 3.5 inch cell can be made to
yield capacities above 110 AH. This is important to
spacecraft designers who are requiring larger-capac-
ity batteries for many applications. If these demands
can be satisfied by a 3.5 inch design, thermal charac-
teristics will be better than with a thicker cell.
Using our activation process, the electrolyte quantity
for single layer Zircar is just slightly larger than the
single layer asbestos version, and this augers well for
cycle life. At Eagle Picher, single-layer Zircar cells
have exceeded 13,400 cycles at a depth of discharge
of 15%. That test is continuing.
Plans
Three cells of each version are presently undergoing
characterization testing at the facilities of a major
aerospace corporation, and then will undergo qualifi-
cation and life testing. Characterization testing in-
cludes 100 amp discharge cycles, which have report-
edly been completed with capacities comfortably
above 100 AH. Life testing is planned for up to 15
years and will be to a GEO regime (real-time eclipse
cycling to an 80% depth of discharge with shortened
sun-times).
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NICKEL-HYDROGEN CPV BATTERY UPDATE
Johnson Controls Battery Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 591, Milwaukee, WI 53201
Kenneth R. Jones and Jeffrey P. Zagrodnik
(414/783-2604) (414/783-2605)
N93-20518
The multicell common pressure vessel (CPV) nickel hydrogen battery manufactured by Johnson
Controls Battery Group, Inc. has completed full flight qualification, including random vibration at 19.5
g for two minutes in each axis, electrical characterization in a thermal vacuum chamber, and mass-
spectroscopy vessel leak detection. A first launch, is scheduled for late in 1992 or early 1993 by the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). Specifics of the launch date are not available at this time due to
the classified nature of the program. Release of orbital data for the battery is anticipated following
the launch.
Three 5" diameter 22-ce11, 12 Ah batteries (figure 10 have been fabricated and tested to various
degrees as the qualification, flight and flight spare batteries for the NRL program. As part of the
qualification, NRL has attached a strain gauge as a parallel means of pressure monitoring with the
pressure transducer installed by Johnson Controls during fabrication of the battery.
Several additional units of similar design have been fabricated or a scheduled for fabrication in
early 1993 as part of a variety of programs for several customers. Battery specific energy based on
the deUvered capacity and average discharge voltage delivered by the battery is 50.4 Wh/kg.
Fabrication of several 10" diameter CPV's, ranging in capacity from 25 Ah to 50 Ah, has also
been initiated. These batteries incorporate an expandable stack design which is designed to
accommodate the possible expansion of the nickel electrodes during long-term cycling (25,000
cycles or more) typical of LEO missions. A prototype 50 Ah test cell (48.2 Ah theoretical capacity),
delivered 50 Ah to 1.0 volt/cell (104% utilization) and 51.6 Ah to 0.5 volt/cell (107% utilization) on a
standard 10°C C/2 discharge characterization cycle (Figure 2) while maintaining an average
discharge voltage of 1.25 V/cell. The 104% utilization is up considerably from the 95% utilization that
had been more typical of previous cells and batteries. The improvement is attributed to minor
process optimizations incorporated into the positive electrode fabrication processes. The higher
utilization will translate directly into further improvement in specific energy.
Two 2-cell batteries dating back to the time of the original CPV battery prototype [1], were
retrieved from a 1.5 year storage period and put back on test. The batteries had been discharged to
1.0 volt/cell average prior to storage. Storage conditions were open circuit at room temperature in an
uncontrolled warehouse setting. Full capacity was achieved on the second cycle following reinitiation
of testing. These two-cells have now been placed back on a 40% DOD LEO cycle and have
accumulated 13,000 and 9,000 total cycles, respectively. A third 2-cell, which has been cycled
continuously since 1989, remains on test at COMSAT Laboratories. Although we no longer receive
formal reports on the test status, it is our understanding that the battery remains on test and has
surpassed 22,000 cycles.
References:
Zagrodnik, J.P., Jones, K.R., "Advances in the Design of Common Pressure Vessel Nickel Hydrogen
Batteries for Aerospace Applications," 26th Intersociety Energy Conversion Conference (IECEC),
August, 1991.
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Figure 2:
5" Diameter, 22-Cell CPV Battery
With Pressure Transducer and Strain Gauge
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DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST GENERATION 
AEROSPACE NiMH CELLS 
Lawrence Tinker, Dan Dell 
Tony Wu, Guy Rampel 
Gates Aerospace Batteries 
Gates Energy Products, Inc. 
Presented at the 1992 NASA Battery Workshop 
November 19, 1992 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -617- Advanced Technologies Session 
PRECEDING PhGE DLAFJK N0-l t - l L k L J  
Program Description 
0 Gates Energy Products involved in NiMH development since 
1987 
0 GAB aerospace cell development program begun in 1990 in 
conjunction with GEP 
0 Prismatic cell testing begun in 1991 
0 Initial work aimed at demonstrating feasibility and 
identifying problem areas 
0 Recent work focused on improvements to alleviate 
identified problems 
Gates Aerospace Batteries in con- 
junction with Gates Energy Products 
has been developing NiMHtechnology 
for aerospace use since 1990. GEP 
undertook the development of NiMH 
technology for commercial cell 
applications in 1987. This program 
focused on wound cell technology 
for replacement of current NiCd 
technology. 
As an off shoot of this program 
small wound cells were used to 
evaluate initial design options for 
aerospace prismatic cell designs. 
Early in 1991, the first aerospace 
prismatic cell designs were built 
in a 6 Ah cell configuration. 
These cells were used to initially 
characterize performance in pris- 
matic configurations and begin 
early life cycle testing. Soon 
after the 6 Ah cells were on test 
several 22 Ah cells were built to test 
other options. The results of testing 
of these cells were used to identify 
potential problem areas for long lived 
cells and develop solutions to those 
problems. 
Following these two cell builds a set 
of 7 Ah cells was built to evaluate 
improvements to the technology. To 
date results from these testa are very 
promising. Cycle lives in excess of 
2,200 LEO cycles at 50% DoD have been 
achieved with cells continuing on 
test. 
Results from these cell tests are 
discussed and data presented to demon- 
strate feasibility of this technology 
for aerospace programs. 
Aerospace NiXH Cells Gates Aerospace Batteries 
1992 NASA Aerospace Bat fety Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
Table I 
NiMH Prismatic Cell Design summary 
Item 6 Ah 2 2  Ah 7 Ah 
Positive Electrodes 
Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 15 14 
Thickness (mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.71 0.71 0.71 
Capacity (Ah) theoretical . . . . . . . .  7.5 27.6 9.31 
Negative Electrodes 
Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 16 15 
Thickness (mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.32 0.32 0.32 
Capacity (Ah) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11.5 42.2 14.4 
Separator 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Type Nylon-2538 Nylon-2538 Nylon-2538 
Others 
Negative to Positive 
Capacity Ratio (nominal) . . . . . . . .  1.5 1.5 1.5 
Electrolyte 
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  XOH KOH KOH 
Concentration ( % )  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31 3 1 3 1 
Cell Dimensions (am) 
Overall Height . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69.9 112.5 70.1 
Case Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  59.2 101.8 58.8 
W i d t h . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  53.8 75.7 54.2 
Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20.8 22.6 21.1 
- 
Table I summarizes the design pa- 
rameters for the three types of 
cells tested to date. The 6 Ah and 
22 Ah cell sizes were initial test 
bed sizes and the 7 Ah size is 
planned to be used for initial 
qualification testing. The 6 Ah 
cells were used to test three con- 
figurations of positive electrodes 
with two separator types. The 22 
Aerospace N i H H  Cells 
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Ah cells continued these tests in a 
larger cell configuration to identify 
any potential problems with scaling up 
of the cell size. 
The initial baseline separator used 
was nylon 2538 and the electrolyte 31% 
KOH. Cell dimensions are conventional 
NiCd cell dimensions although for 
lower rated cells. 
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Figure 1 Performance of 6 Ah Cells in Initial Configuration 
Cycling of all cells included in 
this paper was performed in a LEO 
simulation regime using an integra- 
tor controlled cycler. Each cell 
is monitored using a FLUKE scanning 
multimeter interfaced to a PC based 
data collection system. Cell pres- 
sures are monitored by direct read- 
ing of gauges (Ashcroft A l S 1 )  at- 
tached to the cells. Pressure data 
is manually entered into the cor- 
rect data file. 
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This figure illustrates the EOCV per- 
formance for the initial build of 6 Ah 
NiMH prismatic cells. One cell of 
this group provided greater than 6,000 
LEO cycles at 50% DoD. Three primary 
failure modes were observed in these 
cells, end of charge pressure increas- 
es, shorts, and declining EODV. These 
cells included three types of positive 
electrodes with one alloy type and two 
separators. 
Gates Aerospace Batteries 
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Figure 2 60DV Performance for 6 Ah Cells in Initial Configuration 
This figure illustrates the EODV by the substrate in use and this prob- 
performance trend for the same lem has been corrected for future 
cells identified in Figure 1. As cells. Three cell configurations were 
can be eeen from the curves the terminated due to low EODV and high 
earliest failures were at about EOCP and the last cell was terminated 
3500 cycles due to shorts. These due to high EOCP (Figure 3). 
shorts were identified to be caused 
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F i g u r e  3 EOCP Performance of 6 Ah C e l l s  i n  I n i t i a l  Conf igura t ion  
Th i s  f i g u r e  shows t h e  i nc rease  i n  
EOCP a s  a func t ion  of cyc l e  l i f e  
f o r  t h e  i n i t i a l  6 Ah c e l l  configu- 
r a t i o n s .  I n i t i a l l y ,  t h e  recharge  
r a t i o  was 1.10 and t h e  p re s su re s  
appeared t o  rise rap id ly  e a r l y  i n  
l i f e .  The r a t i o  was reduced t o  
1.05 a t  about 500 cyc l e s  and t h e  
performance improved. However, t h e  
c e l l s  exh ib i t ed  a s teady inc rease  
Aerospace N i H H  C e l l s  
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i n  p re s su re  wi th  c y c l i n g  t h a t  even- 
t u a l l y  l ed  t o  t e rmina t ion  of t h e  
tests. The inc rease  i n  p re s su re  has  
been a t t r i b u t e d  t o  a slow degradat ion 
of t h e  metal hydr ide  a l l o y  and low 
nega t ive  t o  p o s i t i v e  r a t i o  i n  the 
c e l l s .  These i s s u e s  have been addres- 
sed i n  recent  c e l l  des igns  and a r e  
r e f l e c t e d  i n  lower EOCP performance 
wi th  cyc le  l i f e .  
Gates Aerospace B a t t e r i e s  
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F i g u r e  4 EODV Performance for 22 Ah C e l l s  
AEROSPACE 22 AH P R I S M A T I C  C E L L  
The second set of test c e l l s  eva l -  i n  50% DoD LEO cyc l ing .  A s  can be  
ua t ed  w e r e  22 Ah c e l l s .  These seen  from t h e  cu rves  t h e  vo l tage  was 
c e l l s  w e r e  b u i l t  i n  1 5  Ah equiva- s t a b l e  a t  about 1.10 V over  t h e  c y c l e  
l e n t  NiCd c a s e s  us ing  one type  of l i f e  wi th  minor d i s p e r s i o n  appearing 
a l l o y  and one t y p e  of p o s i t i v e  and a t  about 3600 c y c l e s  and cont inuing 
s e p a r a t o r .  Th i s  f i g u r e  i l l u s t r a t e s  u n t i l  t e rmina t ion  of  t h e  test. 
t h e  EODV performance f o r  t h e  c e l l s  
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Figure 5 BOCY Performance for 22 Ah Cells 
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Shown here is the EOCV performance cycle life. Improvement of the EOCV 
for the 22 Ah cells tested. The trend whs one of the primary issues 
data show8 an increasing trend over addressed in subsequent cell designs 
the 4,236 cycles tested. This that are being tested. 
trend is not desirable for long 
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Thi s  f i g u r e  i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  EOCP i n  t h e  EOCV t h e  primary reason f o r  
performance f o r  t h e  22 Ah c e l l s .  t e rmina t ion  of t h e  t e s t i n g  of t h e s e  
The t r end  of i nc reas ing  EOCP has c e l l s  was EOCP. The changes have been 
been t h e  l i m i t i n g  f a c t o r  i n  t h e  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  slow degradation of 
t e s t i n g  of t h e s e  c e l l s .  Although t h e  a l l o y  being t e s t e d  combined wi th  
t h e r e  have been inc reases  observed a low negat ive  t o  p o s i t i v e  r a t i o .  
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This table illustrates the capacity 
performance of the 7 Ah cells in 
initial testing. All tests were 
performed at room temperature. 
Mid-point Voltagee were similar at 
both the C/2 and C rate with the 
best performance seen in the AP7-8 
cell configuration. 
f 
Table I1 
7 Ah NiMH Capacity Performance 
Cell Tppr Discharge Mid-Point Capacity Alloy Sep 
Rate Voltage Ah 
AP7-5 c/2 1.201 7.47 MH-2 Sep 1 
C 1.133 6.04 
AP7-6 c/2 1.198 7.33 MH-2 Sep 2 
C 1.131 5.75 
c/2 1.199 7.25 MH-2 Sep 2 
C 1.132 5.62 
AP7-8 c/2 1.209 7.34 MH-2 Sep 3 
C 1.149 6.62 
AP7-9 c/2 1.202 7.31 MH-2 S e p 3  
C 1.135 5.91 
Aerospace NiMH Cells 
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1 
Capacity delivery wae similar also 
with the beet C/2 performance seen in 
the AP7-5 cell and the best C rate 
capacity in the AP7-8 cell. All celle 
tested were from one alloy of the AB, 
type. The AP7-6,7 cells are the same 
configuration and the AP7-8,9 celle 
are of the same configuration. 
Gates Aerospace Batteries 
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F i g u r e  7 EUCY Performance for 7 Ah Prototype Cells 
AEROSPACE 7 AH PRISMATIC CELL 
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The 7 Ah cells described in Table 
I1 plus one similar cell with alloy 
type MH-1 were placed in LEO life 
cycle testing at 50% DoD at room 
temperature. This figure illus- 
trates the EOCV performance of 
these cells with cycle life. In 
general the voltage has been steady 
with a very slight increase shown 
1 . 3  
1 . 2  
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for all cells. Within similar cell 
configurations the EOCV is. tracking 
well except for the AP7-8,9 config- 
urations. These two cells have dif- 
ferent electrolyte levels and this is 
believed to be the cause of the dif- 
ference. The overall epread across 
all of the cells is about 0.030 V. 
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CThousands) 
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F i g u r e  8 EODV Performance for 7 Ah Prototype Cells 
This figure illustrates the EODV the tests and this has maintained the 
performance with cycle life for the EODV. The EODV is at 1.06 V for the 
7 Ah cells. The voltage has re- lowest cell and 1.12 for the highest 
mained steady over the cycle life cell. The performance is similar to 
to date with only a slight disper- that seen in the 6 Ah and 22 Ah cell 
eion between cells. The C/D ratio designs to this point in cycling. 
has been maintained at 1.05 during 
Aerospace N i M H  Cells 
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F i g u r e  9 H i d - P o i n t  V o l t a g e  P e r f o r m a n c e  f o r  7 Ah P r o t o t y p e  C e l l s  
AEROSPACE 7 AH PRISMATIC CELL 
This  f i g u r e  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  mid- i s  current ly  a t  1 . 1 4  V f o r  t h e  worst 
p o i n t  v o l t a g e  trend  over t h e  c y c l e s  c e l l  and a t  1 .21  V f o r  t h e  b e s t  c e l l .  
completed t o  d a t e .  This  v o l t a g e  i s  Within each c e l l  conf igurat ion  t h e  
measured a t  the  equiva lent  of 25% performance i s  s i m i l a r .  
DoD during t h e  discharge.  The MPV 
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F i g u r e  10 EOCP Performance for 7 Ah Prototype Cells 
Increase in pressure with cycle 
life has been the primary reason 
for termination of testing on ear- 
lier cell configurations. This 
figure shows the EOCP for all of 
the 7 Ah cells on test. The data 
trend shows that the pressure is 
below 20 psig in all cells except 
for the one with alloy MH-1. Cells 
AP7-1 and AP7-5 are showing steady 
Aerospace NiMH Cells 
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increases with life, however, the four 
remaining cells are maintaining level 
performance at less than 10 psig. The 
6 Ah and 22 AH cells were showing 20 
to 70 psig (Figures 3 and 6), at this 
point in life. The improvement is 
very encouraging and is a result of 
design ad justments made to improve the 
response over time. 
Gates Aerospace Batteries 
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Figure 11 Charge Voltage P r o f i l e  f o r  7 Ah Pro to type  C e l l s ,  Cycle 1,850 
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Thi s  f i g u r e  shows t h e  charge v o l t -  end of charge. Th i s  curve is  s i m i l a r  
age p r o f i l e  f o r  cyc l e  number 1,850. t o  t hose  seen f o r  NiCd c e l l s  under 
The vo l t age  ranges  from 1.47 t o  s i m i l a r  test  c o n d i t i o n s  and i s  f u r t h e r  
1.49 V a t  EOC. The curve is r e l a -  evidence of t h e  a b i l i t y  of t h e  NiMH 
t i v e l y  smooth and inc reas ing  wi th  system t o  r e p l a c e  NiCd c e l l s .  
time and has a  s l i g h t  upturn a t  t h e  
1 . 2  
1.1 
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Figure 1 2  D i s c h a r g e  V o l t a g e  P r o f i l e  f o r  7 Ah P r o t o t y p e  C e l l s ,  C y c l e  1 , 8 5 0  
This figure shows the corresponding 1.14 V. The highest discharge volt- 
discharge voltage profiles for ages are seen with the AP7-8 and AP7-9 
cycle 1,850 for all cells in test. cell configurations. Again, this data 
The curves are relatively flat with is very similar to that seen for NiCd 
mid-point voltages of 1.16 to 1.21 cells of similar design. 
V. The EODV ranges from 1.09 to 
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F i g u r e  13 C h a r g e / D i s c h a r g e  Voltage Profile O v e r  Life for 7 Ah Prototype 
C e l l s  
This figure illustrates the change testing. There is very little change 
in voltage profile for one cell observed relative to the ehape of the 
during a eingle cycle at three curve or the voltages obtained. At 
points in cycle life, 100, 1,000 the 2,000 cycle point there has only 
and 2,000 cycles. These curves are been a 0.020 V increase in EOCV and a 
shown to illustrate the stability 0.010 V decrease in EODV. 
of the cells during cycle life 
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Figure 14 Pressure Response Profiles for 7 Ah Prototype Cells 
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This figure illustrates the pres- observed in previous cell builds. The 
sure response profiles for one of low pressure results seen here are a 
the 7 Ah cells on test at 100, significant improvement over the ear- 
1,000 and 2,000 cycles. The over- lier 6 Ah and 22 Ah cell configura- 
all change in EOCP has been 7 psia tions. With pressure performance this 
over the first 2,000 cycles. As low at 2,000 cycles significantly 
indicated earlier, increasing EOCP improved cycle life is anticipated. 
has been the primary failure mode 
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Summary and ~onclusions 
0 Prototype 7 Ah NiMH cells have demonstrated >2,000 LEO 
50% DoD cycles with excellent voltage and pressure 
performance 
0 7 Ah cells size to be used for initial test configuration 
for qualification testing 
0 Designs for 24 Ah and 35 Ah cells based on scale up of 7 
Ah cells in progress 
0 Development program continuing with goal of >10,000 LEO 
50% DoD cycles by 1995 
0 NiMH appears to be excellent candidate for use in aero- 
space cells 
Cycle life testing of prototype 
NiMH cells in 6, 7, and 22 Ah sizes 
has been discussed. As indicated 
in the results to date the 6 and 22 
Ah cell designs were used as ini- 
tial test vehicles to identify 
potential performance issues so 
that subsequent cell configurations 
could address those issues. Even 
though these cells were early de- 
signs, cycle lives in excess of 
4,000 50% DoD LEO cycles were 
achieved in both designs. The 
improvements in design for the 7 Ah 
cells are reflected in the excel- 
lent performance to date. 
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This 7 Ah cell design will be used to 
begin initial qualification testing in 
1993. In addition, 24 Ah and 35 Ah 
cell designs are in progress and will 
also be evaluated in qualification 
testing. GAB plans to continue this 
development effort with a goal of 
achieving >lo, 000, 50% DoD, LEO cycles 
in qualification hardware by mid 1995. 
Based on the results achieved to date 
NiMH appears to be a viable alterna- 
tive to NiCd and NiH, cell technology 
for aerospace applications. 
Gates Aerospace Batteries 
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Future Direction 
0 Continue evaluation of Alloy/Separator/Positive Combina- 
tions 
AB2 and AB, Type alloys 
Other non-nylon separator materials 
0 Expand parametric database using 7 Ah and 24 Ah cells 
Voltage and Capacity performance vs temperature 
Charge retention and overcharge tolerance 
0 Begin qualification testing on 7 Ah and 24 Ah cells in 
mid 1993 
0 Expand available range of N i M  cell design8 
Although results of NiMH cell test- 
ing to date are promising, quali- 
fied deeigns are still on the hori- 
zon. As euch GAB intends to con- 
tinue its development program in 
order to eetablish thoee qualified 
designs. Future work will be aimed 
at evaluation of various alloy 
combinations with different typee 
of eeparatore to optimize the de- 
signs. 
Testing of current designs will 
continue in order to establish the 
Aerospace NiMX C e l l s  
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database needed for cell qualifica- 
tion. This will include various para- 
metric tests including capacity and 
voltage performance at various temper- 
atures, self-diecharge, and overcharge 
tolerance. It is GAB'S intention to 
have cells available to begin internal 
qualification testing in mid-1993. 
GAB will also develop an expanded 
range of NiMH cell designs in 1993. 
Gates  Aerospace B a t t e r i e s  
Advanced Technologies Session 
DEVELOPMENT OF NICKEL-METAL HYDRIDE CELL
N93-20521
Saburo i(uwajima. Nolimits Kamimori
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Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305 Japan
Zensuke Nakatani, Yoshiaki Yano
Sanyo Electric Co,.Ltd_
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ABSTRACT
National Space Development Agency of
Japan(NASDA) has conducted the research and
developments(tff_D) of battery ceils for
space use. We have started a new RED pro-
gram about a Nickel-Betal Hydride(Ni-E_)
cell for space use from this year, ba_ed on
good results in evaluations of commercial
Ni-E_ cells in Tsukuba Space Center(TL_C).
This paper describes the results of those
commercial Ni-_ cell's evaluations and
recent status about the development of bii-
_IH ceils for space use.
INTRODUCTION
has also finished already, and these Ni-H2
cells will be tested on ETS-VI flight
experiment, and will be used for Communica-
tion Engineering Test gatellite(COI_l_3) to
be launched in 1997. The technology of
space Ni-H2 cell will be expanded up to lO0
hh, to improve energy density and to reduce
cost.
And we have started new programs about
new type battery systems. These battery
systems are a Ni-HH cell and a secondary
Lithium cell, etc., which recently come to
be popular for commercial use. Before
starting these new programs, we have per-
formed preliminary tests to examine elec-
trically whether these cells can be used
NASDA/TKSC has conducted R&Ds of Nickel-
Cadmium(Ni-Cd) and biickel-Hydrogen(Ni-H2)
cells for space use. The recent schedule of
the R&Ds is shown in Table-1.
The development of the 35 Ah Ni-Cd cell
has finished, and these Ni-Cd ceils will be
used for Engineering Test Satellite-VI(ETS-
VI) to be launched in 1994, and Advanced
Earth Observation Satellite(ADEOS) to be
launched in 1996. Now we are expanding this
technology of the space Ni-Cd cell to wide
capacity range of approximately 20 to 50 Ah.
Life tests of 25 and 50 Ah cells have been
performed, and so far getting good results.
The development of the 35 Ah Ni-H2 cell
Table-I Schedule of Batteries Development
,','1,,,.] .... 1,,,°l,..,I,.,,l,..,I,.,,] .... I,,..I,.,,
..! .... to, _8,,,,
i
.L__I '
.,-c,_ilo,,., [:_:]- ........
,_;:_i_;Ki- ........................................... _.........................................
NI-HZ (| OOA_) _ Ha 14Q Nil
e_4-MH (ii $ Ab) _ Ha Hll Hil
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for space or not. lllllikc the space cells. 
conunercial cells generally have some dif- 
ferent properties such as small capacity. 
cylindrical shape. and crimp sealing with a 
nylon gasket. B u t  we think i t  enough to 
evaluate only a feasibility for space use. 
On the Ni-MH cells. we liave tested 
commercial cells from 1991 as the TBSC' s 
in-house R&D. And we have started a develop- 
ment program under contract with SANYO 
Electric Company(knyo) from this year, 
getting good results from the in-house R&D. 
Also on the secondary Lithium cell,  we 
are going to adopt the same procedure. so 
now preparing the evaluation of some 
commercial lithium cel ls  in order to s t a r t  
evalution tests in the next year. 
Sample Cell Description 
The tes t  samples are 4/3A-size commercial 
Ni-MH cells, which were shaped cylindrical 
with 17mm in diameter, and 67mm in  height. 
The rated capacity was 2.2 Ah when these 
samples were offered from Sanyo last  year. 
Each 5 cells  are alloted for GEO and LEO 
l i f e  tests respectively. 
For reference, C-size rated 1.8. Ah com- 
mercical Ni-Cd cells  were tested in the 
same test  packs and the same number of 
samples in order to compare the Ni-MH cell 
with the Ni-Cd cell. 
ci~argc af tur cycl irq: ci~arge. And conri i t ions 
of a capacity check are 0.1C cllarge for. 16 
hours and then 0.5C discharge to 1.0 V for 
each cells, a f ter  recoridi t ioning discharge. 
The conditions of LEO test are  0.3C 
charge for 52.5 minutes and O.5C discharge 
for 30 minutes. so DUD is 25% and charge 
return ratio is  105%. Capacity checks are 
performed in 1,000 cycles and then in ap- 
proximately every 5,000 cycles. The capaci- 
ty check in a LEO tes t  consist of two kinds 
of capacities. One of two types i s  a resid- 
ual capacity that i s  obtained by immediate 
discharge with O.5Crate after  charge of 
cycling test. Another type of capacity i s  
full-charged capacity that i s  obtained by 
0.5C discharge to 1.0 V af ter  every cel ls  
are full-charged with 0.1C rate for  16 
hours. These conditions are sumntarized in 
Table-2. 
I ~ h e r r e  1 0. Ic. 8 hours / 0. SC. 52. 5 m l n  1 
Table2 Test Conditions of Commercial ce l ls  
C E O  
/charre R e t u r n  I 150 X 1 105 Z I 
L E O  
D i s c h a r g e  
T e m ~ e r s t u r e  1 2072 (COOLINO PLATE TEMP.) I 
RECONDiTlONlNO RESIDUAL 
CAPACITY CAPACITY 
C&pecitr Check 
PULL-CHAROPD FULL-CHAROED 
CAPACITY CAPACITY  
0 .  5 C .  1. 2 h o u r .  
ABOUT EVERY - 
IEYERY 45 C Y C L E S  / I. 000 C Y C L E S  1 
0. SC. 3 0  m l n  
DOD 
1 I I I 
( C-2. ZAh ) Test Cond i t ions 
The purpose of these tests  was to evalu- 
a t e  the capability of a Ni-MH cel l  for 
space use. So we adopted our usual CEO and 
LEO test  conditions that were the same as 
the space Ni-Cd ce l l ' s  l i fe  tests. 
The conditions of GEO t e s t  are 0.1C 
charge for 9 hours and 0.5C discharge for 
1.2 hour, so depth of discharge(D0D) is  60% 
and charge return ratio is  150%. The rated 
capacity "C" used to define charge and 
discharge current in these tests  is  select- 
ed 2.2 Ah. A reconditioning discharge and a 
capacity check are performed in every 45 
cycles. The condition of the reconditioning 
8 0  % 
discharge is 1/80C constant current dis- Photo-1 Test Set-up on Cooling Plate 
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2 5  % 
Both cel ls  under CEO and LEO tests are 
mounted together on a cooling plate whose 
temperature is maintain4 ahout 20 degree 
C. The set-up of GEO and LEO tests is shown 
in Photo-1. 
GEO Test Result 
GEO tes t  started on May-1991. and is over 
900 cycles so far with no failures to 
continue cyc 1 ing. Charge and discharge 
characteristics about cell voltages and 
te~-perature a t  134 cycles are shown i n  Fig- 
1 and Pig-2. End of charge voltage(EOCV) 
and end of discharge vol tage(E0DV) versus 
number of cycles about a l l  Ni-MH and Ni-Cd 
cells  are shown in Pig-3. And recondition- 
ing capacities and ful l-charged capacities 
in every 45 cycles are shown in Fig-4 and 
Pig-5. 
Cell Voltage; The overcharge voltage of 
the Ni-MH cell  i s  higher than that of the 
Ni-Cd cell.  The discharge voltage of the 
Ni-XH cel l  i s  also higher than that of the 
Ni-Cd cell. And EOCV and EODV of the Ni-MH 
ce l ls  are higher than those of Ni-Cd cells. 
Moreover a l l  voltages of the Ni-MH cel ls  
shows a good uniformity during charge and 
discharge periods. One of the Ni-Cd cells  
shows gradually degradation of EODV. The 
reason of degradation is suspected that the 
No. 4 Ni-Cd ce l l ' s  internal impedance a t  
1k)lz increases larger than the other cells  
as shown in Table-3. 
Cell Temperature; In charge period the 
temperature behavior of the Ni-MH cell  i s  
almost same as the Ni-Cd cell. And in 
discharge period the temperature of the Ni- 
MH cel l  becomes as same as the cooling 
1 Number I I I I 
Table3 Change of Cell Internal Impedance 
- - 
o f A v e r a g  A v e r a g  I C y c l e r  ( ( 5 s e l l s ? l  N o .  4 I l o t h e r s ~ l  
N i - M H  N i - C d  
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2 2 5 
plate. The temperature: o f  the NI-Cd cell is 
bllmccd ahve  tllc ternpernturo of the 
cooling plate due to fieat generat ion d~ l r  ing 
d ischargc per iml- 
Cell Capacity; I t  is thought to be rm- 
sonable that reconditioning capacities of 
Ni-Cd cells  are less than full-charged 
capacities. because 0.5C discharge rate of 
ful l-charged capacity check is  larger than 
1/80C rate of reconditioning d ischarze. Bu t  
in the case of Ni-MH cell. both capacities 
are observed identically. The reason i s  
s u s p x t d  that a rate of self-discbarge i n  
the Ni-HH cell  i s  larger than that of the 
Ni-Cd cell. 
LEO Test Result 
1. 6 mR 
1 . 6  m~ 
LEI) test started on May-1991. and i s  over 
8.000 cycles so far  with no failures as 
well as GEO test. Charge and discharge 
characteristics about cell  voltages and 
temperature a t  7.975 cycles are shown in 
Fig-6 and Pig-7. EOCV and EODV versus 
number of cycles about 5 Ni-HH and 5 Ni-Cd 
cells are shown in Fig-8. Results of 
capacity checks are shown in  Pig-9. 
Cell Voltage; During charge period, the 
voltage of the Ni-MH cell  is almost same as 
the Ni-Cd cells. And the discharge voltage 
of the Ni-MH cell i s  higher than the Ni-Cd 
cell. So i t  shows no difference of EOCV 
betyeen the Ni-MH and Ni-Cd cells, but EOW 
of the Ni-MH ceIIs are higher than the Ni- 
Cd cells. Moreover voltages of both cells  
show g o d  uniformities respectively. 
Cell Temperature; In charge period the 
temperature of the Ni-MH cell i s  balanced 
above the temperature of the cooling plate, 
though the temperature o f  the Ni-Cd cell  is 
gradual ly  decreasing. below temperature of 
the cooling plate. And in discharge period 
i t  is observed the temperature of the Ni-MII 
cell is decreasing, but the temperature of 
the Ni-Cd cell  is reversely increasing. 
These thermal properties of the N i - M H  cell  
imp1 ies heat generat ion ' during charge and 
heat absorption during discharge which is 
contrary to the property of the Ni-Cd cell.  
These thermal property is thought to be 
caused by reaction of hydrogen absorbing 
metal, but a quantitative discussion on the 
Advatlced Tecltrtologies Sessiort 
2 .  2 mQ 
8 . 4  mn 
2. 1 mQ 
2 . 0  mn 
thermal propc?rty can not be derived from 
these data. 
Cell Cawcity; According to the capacity 
trend of Fig-9. all Ni-MH cells show a very 
good performance though all Ni-Cd cell 
shows a gradual degradation. The reason of 
N i-Cd cell' s degradation is thought that 
cadmium electrodes are easy to degrade by 
agglomeration of active materials. 
Summary of Commercial Ni-MH Tests 
It is recognized that the Ni-MH cell has 
a good performance about charge/discharge 
cycling, especially about capacity remain- 
ning. So the Ni-MH cell is electrically 
thought to has capability for space use. On 
overcharge characteristics for CEO appl ica- 
tion. a test of continuous charge for 
commercial Ni-MH cells has been initiated 
recently. 
DEVELOPMENT OF Ni-MH CELIS FOR SPACE USE 
Cell Design 
At the first phase of development. the 
Ni-MH cell with rectangular shape and large 
capacity has been designed in order to 
evaluate its characteristics and to examine 
an issues related to large-scale cell. As a 
cell case and terminal for the trial Ni-MH 
cell, those 'of the 25 Ah Ni-Cd cell of H2 
phase on Table-1 are utilized in order to 
trodes are used i n  a cell. 
A separator is selected a nylon as same 
as the Space Ni-Cd cells. And thickness of 
separator is 0.21mm in a cell. 
The trial Ni-MH cell has 35.5 Ah of 
designed cell capacity, compared with 27.5 
Ah of the Ni-Cd cell when the cell case 
with same dimensions is used. Another 
saying. the designed energy density of 50.7 
Wh/kg is larger than the space 35Ah Ni-Cd 
cell's 4 4  1 Wh/kg. The cell design for 
space use is summarized in Table-C 
Table-4 Design of Ni-MH Cell for Space 
R E F E R E N C E  ( 3 5 A h  S p a c e  Ni-CICe 11) 
C e l l  W e i g h t  
C e l l  C a p a c i t y  38. 6  A h  
E n e r s y  D e n a i  t y  (Actmf) 4 4 . 1  Wb/kg 
NI-MH C E L L  D E S I G N  
A c t i v e  tdaterlal 
P l a t e  A r e a  
P l a t e  T h l c k n e n s  
S l n t m r  P o r o s l t j  
L o a d l n g  L e v e l  
N u m b e r  o f  P l a t e s  
E l e c t r o d e s  C a p a c l t j  
( a c t u a l )  
S e p a r a t o r  
E l e c t r o l j t e  
C e l l  D i m e n s i o n  (case) 
C e l l  W e i g h t  
C e l l  C a p a c i t y  
E n e r g y  D e n s i t y  (kuul) 
compare the Ni-MH cell with the Ni-Cd cell. Test Description 
So dimensions of the Ni-MH cell for space 
use are 95.0 mm in case height, 106.9mm in 
width. and 25.2 mm in thickness. 
A positive electrode is manufactured 
using a nickel sinter plate and a chemical 
impregnation method, . and has the same 
electrode parameters as the Ni-Cd cell's 
that are 85% of porosity and 2.4 g/cc-void 
of loading level, except thickness that has 
been modified to 0.60mm from 0.63mm of the 
Ni-Cd cell. Dimensions of an electrode are 
80.0mm in height, and 104.h in width. and 
16 positive electrodes are used in a cel I .  
A Negative electrode is manufactured 
using a Mischmetal NickelS(MmNi5) based 
alloy as the Hydrogen Absorbing Metal and a 
stripped metal sheet. 17 negative elec- 
(+) 
Testing consists of two steps; the first 
step is to evaluate an electrib1 charac- 
teristics of electrodes stack using dummy 
cells; the second step is- full-evaluation 
using flight type cells. 
The dummy cell is composed of two end- 
plates of stainless steel, a cell-wall of 
poly-acryl. and electrodes stack. and then 
fasten these elements with bolts & nuts, so 
it can be assembled eas i 1 y. The external 
view of a dummy cel I are shown in Photo-2. 
But this dummy cell cannot be used for life 
test because a sealing between 2 end-plates 
and a cell-wall is not enough for long 
time. Pressure value of a dummy cell is not 
equal to a flight type cell because of a 
(-) 
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NI ( 0 H ) Z  I MmNIS 
80. 0 x 1 0 4 -  4  mm 
0. 6 0  mm 
8 5  X 
2 . 4 d m i d  
1 6  
3 8 .  6  A h  
0. 4 3  mm 
- 
- 
1 7  
75. 2  A h  
N y l o n  
3 1%KOH 
9 5 .  OHXlO6. 8 Y X 2 5 .  2 T m m  
8 4 0  s 
3 5 .  5  A h  
5 0 . 7  Wh/kg 
- 
Photo-2 External View of Ni-HH Dummy Cell 
difference of free spaces. Moreover elec- 
trical resistance of terminal is larger 
than flight type cell 's one, so we must 
revise the cell voltage in order to compare 
with flight type cell. So tests of dummy 
cells are purposed to get only initial 
character is t ics of the charge/discharge 
vo 1 tage and capacity versus temperature. 
The charge conditions of these tests are 
O.1C rate for 24 hours a t  the cell tempera- 
ture of 20 and 35 degree C, and 0.05C rate 
for 48 hours a t  -5 degree C. And the dis- 
charge condition is 0.5C rate to 1.0 V a t  
every temperatures. The rated capacity "C" 
in this test is tentatively selected 35 Ah. 
Cell temperature is control led by computer 
using a temperature chamber. 
The flight type cells wi 11 be assembled 
after reviewing dummy cell 's data. The 
flight type cell are planned to get correct 
pressure values, and then get to long term 
performance. After initial performance 
tests, the flight type cells will be 
subjected to life tests in TKSC. 
Test Results of Ni-MH Dummy Cell and 
Comparison with Space Ni-Cd Cell 
Charge and discharge characteristics at  
-5. 20, and 35 degree C of dummy cells are 
shown in Fig-10 and Fig-11. These dummy 
cel l ' s  voltages are revised to cancel for 
increase of terminal resistance compared 
with flight type cell 's  terminal. For 
reference, those of the 35 Ah space Ni-Cd 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -64 1 - 
cell are shown in Fig-12 and Fig-13. 
Charge Voltage and Pressure; Charge volt- 
age of the Ni-MH dummy cell becomes higher 
at  lower temperature. And charge pressures 
at  20 and -5 degree C start  to increase 
when overcharging starts. Charge pressure 
a t  35 degree C is gradually increasing. 
The trend of these characteristics in char- 
ge period is almost sane as the space Ni-Cd 
cell shown in Fig-12. Charge characteris- 
tics is thought to be mainly dominated by 
Nickel electrodes. 
Discharge Voltage and capacity; Discharge 
voltages and capacities a t  20 and 35 degree 
C are almost identical, and i t  can confirm 
that the measured capacity almost meets the 
designed capacity 35.5 Ah. B u t  the dis- 
charge voltage and capacity a t  -5 degree C 
are about 50 mV and 20% lower than those a t  
the other temperatures, And these charac- 
teristics versus temperature are different 
from the space Ni-Cd cell' s discharge data 
shown in Fig-13. The reason is suspected 
that activity or capacity of the hydride 
metal decreases a t  lower temperature. 
The results of evaluations and comparison 
of commercial Ni-MH and Ni-Cd cells show 
that Ni-MH cell system has a capability for 
space use. As a result of Ni-MH cell design 
for space use, the Ni-MH cell has advan- 
tages of small size and light weight com- 
pared with the space Ni-Cd cell, so the Ni- 
MH cell is thought to be promising battery 
cell. 
We will confirm the cell characteristics 
a t  various temperatures., especially a t  
lower temperatures, cy.cl ing 1 ife and fail-  
ure modes. and mechanical strength using 
flight type cells. As the f i r s t  technology 
demonstration, we are now proposing Ni-KH 
cells to be applied to a small satel l i te  
for NASDA mission. 
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Abstract 
A Nickel Metal Hydride battery was discharged at high rate in a microg~avity environment. 
Data from the flight is compared to data taken on the earth's suface. 
Introduction 
The sounding rocket program at the Consortium for Materials Development in Space 
(CMDS) at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) needed to improve the power system 
used to support experiments. Also SEDSAT, a small satellite program at UAH needed new battery 
technology. Currently, commercial Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) " F  cells are used to power the 
Consort and Joust series of sounding rockets. The goal of this work is to reduce the weight and 
volume of the battery packs and, thereby, allow more payload (experiments). 
Trade studies quickly limited the choices of new batteries due to the budget constraints of 
these programs. The new batteries had to be functionally equivalent to NiCd in cost and 
performance. Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) promised a weight reduction of 20% and a volume 
reduction of 30% over commercial NiCd. NiMH has a specific energy of 50 watt-hrs per kilogram 
compared to 25 for aerospace NiCd and 40 for commercial NiCd. NiMH has an energy density of 
2.4 watt-hrs per cubic inch compared to 1.2 - 1.7 for NiCd. [I  &2] 
NiMH is a low pressure Nickel Hydrogen technology which lacks the volumetric 
inefficiencies attendant with the storage of hydrogen in the gaseous state. This emerging 
technology has seen some success in cellular phones and laptop computers. NiMH meets or 
exceeds NiCd performance in all areas except peak discharge current. NiMH is capable of 5 "C" 
continuous current and NiCd is capable of 10 to 20 "C" continuous current where a "C" is the one 
hour current. The NiMH performance should improve as the process matures. In the commercial 
market NiMH is twice the cost of NiCd but is expected to be equal in the future. In the aerospace 
market NiMH is expected to cost less than NiCd. Pending OSHA decisions may in the near future 
make the domestic manufacture of NiCd unattractive and cause its cost to rise. 
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The only siznificant environmental parameter which cm not be adequately sin~ulated 011 
earth is the absence of gravity. Gravity causes convection and Lvithout convection the behavior of 
liquids and gasses is changed dramatically. Due to the lack of experience with this couple in space, 
a simple expsri~nent was devised to test its performance so we could gain the confidence necessary 
to allow it to po\ver the experiments. The proof of performance would be launched on the 
Consort IV rocket frorn White Sands Missile Range in New hIesico. 
Six cells ~ w u l d  be sufficient to prove performance while minimizing the size and weight of 
the experiment and, a "C" rate discllarge would be initiated during the seven minutes of 
nucrogravity. One voltage and two temperature measurements were available from the on-board 
computer. 
Lackan? the time for a nomlal purchasing cycle, part5 were procured in local stores and 
Bill Powellson, mechanical engineer, had to machine the parts he had designed. The establishment 
of a non-dsclosure agreement with Gates Aerospace Batteries (GAB) and the procurement of a 
NiMH Materials Safety Data Sheet for White Sands range safety proved to be projects in 
themselves. 
In order to have vibration qualification performed on the experiment , it was necessary to 
build two experiments. The first model was built in two weeks with NiCd cells and sent to 
vibration. The second or flight model was finished just as GAB delivered the samples. The 24 
samples had been cycled 5 times before delivery and this data was used to select 6 cells with the 
same capacity and self discharge characteristics. The NiMH cells were installed in the flight 
experiment and 10 days of testing was performed, including four additional chargeldischarge 
cycles, to characterize the battery and experiment. 
The flight experiment was conceived on Aug. 8 ,1991, delivered to UAH on Sept. 19,1991 
and launched on Nov. 16,1991. Sounding rockets do, indeed, allow rapid access for experiments 
to low gravity ! 
The Rocket 
Consort launches and experiments are funded by a cooperative arrangement between the 
NASA Office of Commercial Programs (OCP), industries, universities, and other government 
agencies. The Consort program [3] is managed by the Consortium for Materials Development in 
Space (CMDS) at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. The Consortium is one of seventeen 
Centers for the Commercial Deveiopment of Space (CCDS) established by the NASA-OCP to 
promote commercial uses of space. 
The launch vehicle for Consort IV was a Starfire sounding rocket (Fig 1). The two-stage 
solid-propellant launch vehicle was 52 feet tall and camed 1000 lbs of payload to 200 miles 
altitude. After achieving a ten micro-g environment for seven minutes the payload section re- 
entered the atmosphere and parachuted to the earth 50 miles from the launch site. It was recovered 
by helicopter and returned to the launch site within 2 hrs. The payload module was approximately 
3.6 m in leng~h and 0.44 m in diameter and contained nine experiments packages. 
The Cell 
Nickel Metal Hydride is a low pressure Nickel Hydrogen (NiH) technology. It is very 
economical compared to NiH. The specific energy is the same as NiH but it has double the energy 
density. The cell used in this experiment was a standard sub C size of cylindrical construction. 
The cell had a diameter of 0.87in. and a height of 1.66in. It was provided by Gates Aerospace 
Batteries and has an aerospace nickel plate, an Ovonic Metal Hydride plate and a Nylon 2538 
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separator. The average output voltage per cell is 1.2 volts and its capacity is 2 amp-hrs. All 
charging of the cell was done at the 20 hour rate with a current of 180 ma. 
The Experiment 
A battery of six cells was housed in a Delrin honeycomb with a chamber for the electronics. 
The experiment had a height of 2.5in., a depth of 1.511. and a width of 14.5in. Its weight was 2.6 
lbs. The electronics were desizned to connect a resistive "C" rate load (2 amps) to the battery 
whenever the microgravity signal was present. The microgravity signal was available from the 
sounding rocket which contained the facility to record the voltage and the two temperatures every 
second. The sounding rocket also recorded its internal ambient temperature. 
Figure 2 is a schematic of the experiment. The discharge is initiated when the signal 
"MICROG" goes high. This forward biases the photodiode (Ul) and causes the phototransistor 
(Ul) to conduct. The current flow through the phototransistor (U1) forward biases the darlington 
transistor (Ql) which turns on the electromechanical relay (XI) and connects a wire wound 
resistive load of 3.9 ohms to the battery. The voltage is now present on connector P1-pins 7&8 , 
and is proportional to the battery voltage. The relationship between the true battery voltage and the 
voltage measured was characterized during testing to correct for wire and relay contact resistance. 
Therrnisters were in surface contact with two of the cells and measured their temperatures. 
Connector (P2) was used for battery charging which was performed on the ground only. Launch 
was specified to be accomplished within 72 hours of charging. 
The Data 
The launch occurred 25 hours after charging. Graphs have been included which 
characterize the discharge performance of NiMH in the lab and during the flight. 
Figure 3 is a graph of discharge voItage vs. time (60 min) for the initial lab capacity discharge 
and is typical of this NiMH cell. 
Figure 4 is a graph of the cell temperature vs. time for the lab discharge of figure 3. The 
experiment was in an air conditioned lab at 24 C. 
Figure 5 is a graph of discharge voltage vs. time for the seven minute flight discharge. The lab 
data graphed for comparison was taken after the flight with an identical standtime of 25 hrs. 
The five volt full scale analog input had a resolution of 8 bits, therefore the flight data has a 
granularity of 20 millivolts. 
Figure 6 is a graph of the cell temperature vs. t i e  for the seven minute flight discharge. The 
data shows a higher rate of heating in flight (3.4 C in 7 min). The curve of figure 4 
showed rates of heating that varied between 0.7 C and 2.1 C in 7 minutes. The rocket's 
internal ambient temperature was higher than the temperature of the battery at the beginning 
of discharge and is graphed to explain the source of this additional heating. 
Figure 7 is a graph of discharge voltage vs. time (60 min) before and after the flight. It indicates 
that the 1 hour capacity was essentially unchanged by the flight. 
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Conclusions 
1 . The graphs of battery voltage versus time (Fig 5) proved to be very similiar on earth 
and in space. The higher voltage at the beginning of flight discharge occurred because the flight 
battery was six degrees Celsius colder at the begnning of its discharge.[4] 
2 . Capacity measurements before and after flight did not show any degradation (Fig 7). 
The slightly higher voltage in the "after" curve occurred because of small differences in the cells' 
internal temperature. 
3 . The graphs of battery temperature versus time show a higher rate of heating in fiight 
than in the lab but this is attributed to still air and conducted heat from the ambient. (Fig 6). 
4 . The experiment was dissassembled and examined for anomalies. The cells did not 
exhibit any swelling or leakage. At this time, they had a total of fifteen charge/discharge cycles 
accrued. 
The NiMH battery performed well in space during this test and appears suitable for 
powering the experiments in the sounding rockets. The sounding rocket has been the first test of 
this new battery technology in space and soon will become its first application in space. 
Future Experiments 
Teledyne-Brown is looking for a partner to participate in a new battery technology 
experiment that will fly on-board the shuttle in the near future. The experiment will consist of 
multiple charge and discharge cycles of a new battery technology. The experiment will 
demonstrate the practical use of the new technology as well as gathering scientific data. It will be 
among several Teledyne Brown material science experiments to be flown on a GAS can (Get Away 
Special can) (Fig. 8). The new technology will be either Nickel Metal Hydride or Silver Meral 
Hydride. Twelve charge and discharge cycles are planned on a 105 hr. timeline. The first ten 
cycles will use the other GAS can experiments as the load and then two cycles will be performed 
using fixed resistive loads. 
The authors acknowledge the support given on this project by the NASA Office of Commercial 
Programs under grant # NAGW-8 12. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NUT FILMED 
CATHODES FOR MOLTEN SALT 
BATTERIES 
INTRODUCTION 
EXPERIMENTAL CELL 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
PERFORMANCE PROJECTION 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the cathode reactions in molten-salt cells, chlorine-based and sulfur-based cathodes 
reactants have relatively high exchange current densities. Sulfur-based cathodes, metal 
sulfides and disulfides have been extensively investigated. Primary thermal batteries of the 
Li-alloy/FeS, variety have been available for a number of years. In this research effort 
chlorine based rechargeable cathodes have been investigated for the pulse power application. 
A brief introduction is followed by the experimental aspects of research, and the results 
obtained. Performance projections to the battery system level are discussed and the 
presentation is summarized with conclusions. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -700- Advanced Technologies Session 
INTRODUCTION 
PHASE I SBlR PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 
RECHARGEABLE CHLORINE CATHODE 
ADDITIVES 
HIGH RATE CARBON CATHODES 
In this battery system, during charge lithium is deposited to form the lithium aluminum 
alloy and chlorine formed is stored by adsorption on a high surface area carbon cathode. 
During discharge, lithium and chlorine dissolution reactions produce lithium chloride. 
Chlorine can be stored during charge as adsorbed chlorine or as a chlorine adduct. The 
objectives of this Phase I program are (1) to identify chlorine cathode additives to 
augment the storage capacity and (2) develop high rate carbon cathode structure while 
incorporating these additives. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop 
-701- Advanced Technologies Session 
EXPERIMENTAL 
WAFER-STACK CELL 
= NOMINAL 2" DIAMETER CELLS 
Li-AI ALLOY WAFERS 
CARBON BASED CATHODES 
Tungsten carbide 
Tungsten Disulfide 
Molybdenum Disulfide 
Vanadium Oxide 
Tungsten Oxide 
= LiCI-KC1 SALT SEPARATOR WAFERS 
Experimental work was carried out with nominally 2" diameter wafer stack configuration 
cells, Li-AI anode wafer, LiCI-KC1 salt separator wafer containing a molten-salt 
immobilizer compound and the carbon cathode wafer were used to form the cell. 
Additives identified above were incorporated in the carbon cathode wafers, using 
standard techniques. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
Specific Capacity Ahlg 
Cell discharge profile for a Li-Allcarbon cathode cell, after being charged to a constant 
voltage of 3.30 V, is shown in this viewgraph. The cell voltage versus specific cathode 
capacity at 62 mA/cm2 is shown for a plain carbon cathode. Please note the specific 
capacity is for cathode weight alone. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Worksltop -703- Advanced Tech~tologies Sessiort 
Specific Capacity ~ h l g  
This viewgraph shows a similar discharge profile for a carbon cathode, incorporating 
tungsten carbide as the additive. The lower specific cathode capacity can be ascribed to 
the high specific gravity of tungsten carbide. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
Specific Capacity Ahlg 
This discharge is for a cell consisting of a cathode that has tungsten disullide as the 
additive. This cathode yields good capacity, while functioning as a chlorine cathode. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
RESULTS 
Discharge Capacities at Constant Current for Carbon + 
Additive Cathodes in Li-Al Molten Salt Cells 
This table shows specific cathode capacity for three cathodes,carbon, VO, + C, and WO, 
+ C 
Cathode 
Type 
Carbon 
VO, + C 
WO, + C 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
OCV, V 
3.30 
2.60 
2.85 
Current 
Density, 
mA/cm2 
62 
62 
62 
Sp. Cath. 
Cap. 
Ah/g 
0.18 
0.18 
0.17 
RESULTS 
Discharge Capacities at Constant Current for Carbon + 
Additive Cathodes in Li-Al Molten Salt Cells 
This viewgraph shows the specific cathode capacity for WC and MoS, as cathode 
additives. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battev Workshop 
-707- 
Sp. Cath. 
Cap. 
Ahis 
0.10 
0.09 
0.14 
0.14 
Cathode 
Type 
WC + C 
I. 
MoS, + C 
Advanced Technologies Sessiorl 
OCV, V 
3.20 
2.80 
Current 
Density, 
rnA/cmL 
62 
186 
62 
124 
RESULTS 
Discharge Capacities at Constant Current for Carbon + 
Additive Cathodes in Li-Al Molten Salt Cells 
WS, additive gave good results. Even at relatively high discharge rates the delivered 
capacity does not decline significantly. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
This work was oriented towards a pulse power batte~application. This viewgraph shows 
the recorder trace for repetitive pulse discharges for a WS, additive containing cathode. 
The pulse current density is 1 A/cm2 with the pulse duration of 3.5 seconds and 1.5 
seconds between pulses. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Techrtologies Sessiort 
Time, sec 
Loaded potential Rest Potential 
The same figure is shown as loaded cell voltage as a function time. The profile is similar 
in shape to the steady state discharge curve. The rest potential between pulses behaves 
in a similar manner. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop 
-710- Advanced Tecltnologies Session 
Time, Sec 
Load potential Rest Potential 
- ..... .... 0 ........... 
l h s  viewgraph shows the pulse discharge profile for a WC - carbon cathode containing 
cell operating at 310 mA/crn2, 3.5 second pulse width, 5 seconds/pulse. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
RESULTS 
Pulse Delivery Characteristics of Cathodes Li-A1 Molten 
Salt Cells 
This viewgraph shows the pulse delivery characteristics for various cathodes. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -712- 
'1 Cathode i Pulse 
', 
1 Type 1 Duration 
I 1 sec. 
I 
1: 1 WC-C I 3.5 1 (5 sipulse) 
Advanced Technologies Sessiotr 
Current 
Density 
2 A/cm 
0.248 
0.3'72 
0.372 
0.312 
0.625 
1 
No. of 
Pulses to 
(Volts) 
12 (1.6) 
I0 (1.4) 
4 (1.5) 
5 (1.2) 
7 (0.8) 
8 / (10sipulse) 
VOyC 
Power 
Density 
w/crn2 
0.64 
1.13 
0.93 
0.5 
0.9 
8 
(10sipulse) 
Energv 
340 
483 
370 
292 
488 
RESULTS 
Pulse Delivery Characteristics of Cathodes Li-Al Molten 
Salt Cells 
Cathode Pulse Current No. of Power Total 
Type Duration Density Pulses to Density Energy 
sec. 2 (Volts) Joules A/cm w/cm2 
Carbon / 5 1 0.94 1 1 1.9 1 150 /I 
This table exhibits the pulse delivery data for WS, - carbon cathode containing cells. For 
625 mA/cm2 current density pulses, the cell delivered a total energy of 812 joules in 19 
pulses. At 1 A/cm2 it exhibited a pulse power density of 2 W/cm2. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battety Workshop 
-713- Advanced Technologies Sessiorl 
Performance Projections 
Bipolar Cell stack 3" Diameter Based on 
Experimental Results 
3.5 s Pulses, 0.625 Alsq.cm 
Based on Improved Performance 
8-s Pulses, 0.625 Alsq.cm above 1.50 V 
For performance projection, 3" diameter bipolar cell stack is used with the experimental 
results obtained and performance improvement using 8-second duration pulses. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Worksl~op Advanced Techtiologies Sessiort 
Performance Projection 
System Level, 1 Alsq. cm 
1 st pulse 
1 
I 
Power 
I 
1 I 
AV. POW I 0 pulses 1.8 1 I 3.3 
Density 
Specific power and power density are shown. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battey Workshop Advartced Technologies Sessiorr 
Performance Projection 
System Level 
Energy I 1 Density 
Specific 
I I i 11 1 Present 82 kJ1kg 140 kJlL 
Energy 
1 Improved 145 
I I ~ 
Specific energy and energy density for the two cases are shown here. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop Advanced Technologies Session 
CONCLUSIONS 
rn CARBON-BASED CHLORINE CATHODES WITH 
ADDITIVES 
SPECIFIC CATHODE CAPACITY 0.14 Ahlg-0.20 Ahlg 
rn REPETITIVE 3.5-S AND 8-S PULSES WlTH 1.5 AND 2 
SEC INTERVAL RESPECTIVELY 
POWER PERFORMANCE 1.5-2 Wlsq.cm. 
PROJECTION TO THE SYSTEM LEVEL 
-82 kJlkg, 140 kJ/L - PRESENT RESULT 
- 145 kJ/kg, 248 kJ/L - IMPROVED RESULTS 
This viewgraph summarizes the presentation. 
1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Worhltop -717- Advanced Tecltrtologies Session 
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